Chapter 9

Competition
Regulations

Unauthorized events
Following the decision of the 2009 Executive
Committee meeting (Tokyo, 25th November), all
athletes that have taken part to unauthorized events
will have their FIVB membership withdrawn for all
FIVB Intercontinental, Continental and National,
Volleyball and Beach Volleyball tournaments/events.
Moreover, each FIVB affiliate NF is the recognized
sport authority within its territory and it has the
exclusive right to administer Volleyball and Beach
Volleyball within its country. Each NF has the legal
authority to decide how to regulate the Volleyball and
Beach Volleyball, making sure to abide to the FIVB
constitution and each NF respective Constitution.
In case one or more NF would results to
unfortunately implicated in the activities organized
by another organization not recognized it, these risk
to be considered as having a voluntarily abandoned
their status as a member of the FIVB from the
interpretation of the constitution of the FIVB.

A. Athletes Eligibility
1. Conditions

All athletes participating in an FIVB Beach Volleyball sanctioned
event must:
–– Hold the citizenship of the country they represent in accordance
with the FIVB Regulations.
A player with duly proven dual citizenship or with one citizenship
and two optional National Federations to play with may not be
registered by the second Federation to represent the country
concerned once he/she has played for the first one, unless:
–– He/she produces a valid passport as proof;
–– he/she can prove two years continuous residence within the
territory of the second National Federation;
–– within this two–year period he/she has not played for any team
into FIVB competitions under the authority of his/her first
National Federation;
–– his/her first National Federation has not suspended him/her
for misconduct while he/she was playing under its authority for
either a local or a foreign team;
–– Register with their respective National Federation;
–– Register with the FIVB through their respective National
Federation;
For any further details, interested parties should refer to the
concerned link: http://www.fivb.org/EN/BeachVolleyball/forms.asp)
and to the latest version of the FIVB Sport Regulations which will
prevail over any other text.
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–– Provide the FIVB via fax/email with one (1) original of the 20092012 Beach Volleyball NF-Player’s Commitment, duly signed by
the National Federation and the Athlete concerned on each page at
least 30 days before the start of the first event in which a National
Federation would like to enter the athlete in order to be officially
recognized and entered (i.e. for SWATCH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS,
Grand Slam and Open events). Once the agreement (one for each
athlete) is received, the FIVB will update the BVIS system accordingly
and all parties concerned can verify its status on-line. Any delays in
providing to the FIVB in due time the concerned agreement leads
to a fine for the respective athlete. For other types of events such
as the FIVB Satellite (whenever under the FIVB jurisdiction), FIVB
Challenger (whenever under the FIVB jurisdiction), FIVB Exhibitions,
and the SWATCH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS JUNIOR & YOUTH,
another agreement posted on the FIVB website must be used;

–– Provide an annual health certificate (WT/10) which must be sent
to the FIVB at least 30 days before the first event’s participation.
Such health certificate is mandatory for the all athletes that
signed the 2009-2012 Beach Volleyball NF-Player’s Commitment.
The health certificate template can be found onto the FIVB web
site (forms).
–– Directly complete and modify his/her personal data (such as
his/her exact coordinates, bank account information, etc.)
through the new FIVB Beach Volleyball Web based application
system (http://www.fivb.org/visasp) according to the following
procedure:
–– Each men and women’s player is provided with an individual and
secured user access (user name and password) through his/
her own e-mail address. In case a new player wants to register,
his/her National Federation is responsible for filling in the basic
personal data of the player and his/her e-mail address. After
including this information, each National Federation must
click on the field “send e-mail” which automatically sends to
the player’s personal e-mail address his/her confidential user
name and password.
–– At any time, the men or women’s player can modify his/her own
personal data, with exception of the bank account information
and team name, which have to remain the same for the
duration of a season.
–– While the fields related to the FIVB #, the first name, the
last name, the birth date, passport number, the nationality,
the gender and the team name of each player may only be
edited by the FIVB or by the National Federation concerned,
the remaining cells may directly be amended by each athlete
(i.e. picture, personal data, physical data, Volleyball/Beach
Volleyball Career, Education, Family, Profile, and other).
–– Enroll through their respective National Federation according
to the official entry procedure (i.e. the FIVB Beach Volleyball
Web based application system) for the SWATCH WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS, the FIVB SWATCH JUNIOR & YOUTH WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS and the FIVB SWATCH WORLD TOUR events,
the FIVB Challenger, and the FIVB Satellite events. The enrolment
to these two (2) latter events is possible whenever they will be
sanctioned by the FIVB. Each National Federation has received
from the FIVB its confidential code in order to enter its team(s) in
each FIVB event;
–– Abide by the FIVB Code of Conduct, the FIVB Constitution,
the General Regulations and the FIVB decisions (i.e. Board of
Administration and/or World Congress) as well as the FIVB World
Tour Regulations;
–– Not be suspended by the FIVB for the competition period
concerned.

3. The name of another sports organization or promoter cannot
be featured in the title of a National Tour. For the international
players’ participation in National Tour, the hosting and
participating National Federations are required to abide by the
following regulations:
4. Only registered athletes being in good standing with the FIVB
and with the respective NF may take part in a National Tour.
5. Foreign players may be invited to a National Tour only through
their respective NF.
6. International players’ participation should be agreed between
the hosting NF and the participating NF. As long as the both
NFs concerned agree, there is no restriction on the number
of events that a foreign athlete can participate in. The FIVB
does not control over the international players’ participation,
except the case mentioned below.
7. In case of a clash with a World Tour / Senior World
Championships event, top 64 ranked athlete in the individual
ranking of each gender (30 days prior to the event), except the
hosting country teams, cannot take part in such a National
Tour leg unless authorized by the FIVB through a dedicated
form.
The hosting country teams can participate in a National Tour
if they are not required by the FIVB for the World Tour event
concerned.
8. Foreign teams can only be featured with the names of the
athletes while they cannot be promoted as representatives of
their country.
9. Players taking part in a National Tour event not sanctioned by
the parties concerned (the FIVB, the respective Continental
Confederation and the hosting NF) are liable to disqualification
and they can lose their eligibility for any Volleyball and Beach
Volleyball National event, Continental events and FIVB events
including World Championships and the Olympic Games.
10.Youth/Junior National Tours must also undergo through the
above homologation process if the organizers are willing to
invite foreign teams.
Continental Cup
Each National Volleyball Federation will be responsible to enter
their respective teams in the Continental Cup sub zonal, zonal
and final events through the FIVB Beach Volleyball Information
System in accordance with the deadline set by each Continental
Confederations but that cannot be later than 5 days prior to the
start of the tournament.
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9.1 The Entries

–– World Championships, Grand Slam and Open
Events
The top men and women’s ranked teams eligible
to take part in the World Championships, in at least the majority
of the Grand Slam and remaining Open Events (as per the entry
deadline – 30 days before the start of the event and the specific
event’s regulations entry procedure) are required to take part in
the above events to become eligible for Bonus Pool (see chapter
10 for further details).
–– Challenger events
Athletes ranked in the top 48 men’s teams (individual ranking)
and in the top 32 (individual ranking) women’s teams (as per the
entry deadline – 30 days before the start of the event) are not
allowed to take part in Challenger events. This rule does not apply
to two teams of the country hosting the event and to four (4) Wild
Cards upon approval of the FIVB. In case the Challenger event
does not clash with the FIVB Beach Volleyball SWATCH WORLD
TOUR, any players regardless of the ranking can participate in the
Challenger event.
–– Satellite
Athletes ranked in the top 96 men’s teams (individual ranking)
and in the top 64 (individual ranking) women’s teams (as per the
entry deadline – 30 days before the start of the event) are not
allowed to take part in Satellite events. This rule does not apply
to two teams of the country hosting the event and to four (4)
Wild Cards upon approval of the FIVB. In case the Satellite event
does not clash with the FIVB Beach Volleyball SWATCH WORLD
TOUR, any players regardless of the ranking can participate in the
Satellite event.
–– Country vs Country and Exhibition Games
Athletes ranked in the top 64 men’s teams (individual ranking)
and in the top 48 (individual ranking) women’s teams (as per the
entry deadline – 30 days before the start of the event) are not
allowed to take part in Country vs. Country and Exhibition games
in case they are organized at the same time as a World Tour
event.
Athletes ranked in the top 64 men’s teams and in the top 48
women’s teams (i.e. as per the entry deadline – 30 days before
the start of the event) must receive the FIVB approval to enter in
Country vs. Country and Exhibition games scheduled at a different
time than a World Tour event.
–– National Circuits
For FIVB recognition of a National Tour, the NF concerned is
required to abide by the following regulations:
1. Each NF willing to stage a National Tour must request FIVB
the recognition of its event(s) providing the FIVB with its
complete calendar featuring the prize money (if any), hosting
cities, gender and dates of the events.
2. Each host NF must request such recognition from FIVB
through the appropriate form (National Tour Homologation
form) available on the FIVB website in the link below.
http://www.fivb.org/EN/BeachVolleyball/forms.asp.
The host NF must send the duly filled, signed and sealed form
to the concerned Continental Confederation for its approval.
The respective Continental Confederation, if it approves the
National Tour, will sign and seal the form and send it to the
FIVB for its homologation.
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2. Regulations for Top Ranked Athletes

World Cup
The FIVB will be responsible for managing the entry process of
the pairs having the rights to take part to the World Cup Olympic
Qualification Tournament and World Cup Final. More details will
be communicated by the FIVB to the parties concerned at a later
stage.
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The FIVB is willing to accept the provisional enrolment of the
Athlete and upon the request of the Athlete through his/her
National Federation offer the right to be tentatively admitted into
the Beach Volleyball tournaments sanctioned by the FIVB and
organized by an affiliated Promoter and/or by a National Federation
and/or the FIVB itself in any part of the world provided that the
2009-2012 Beach Volleyball NF-Player’s Commitment (including
the health certificate) is duly signed by the National Federation
and the Athlete concerned. Once the aforementioned condition
is agreed by all parties concerned, the National Federation
(exclusively) is required to comply with the following procedures in
order to tentatively register its Beach Volleyball teams in all FIVB
sanctioned Competitions at the very latest 30 days before the start
of any event in which a team wants to participate.
All deadlines concerning entries are calculated from the start of
each Qualification Tournaments.
–– Each National Federation is provided with an individual and
secured user access (user name and password) through its own
e-mail address.
–– After “Log in”, the National Federation may select any team
as per FIVB Handbook regulations and register it in the FIVB
Tournaments by following this procedure:
–– Select first player;
–– Select his/her teammate;
–– Select any available tournament from the Calendar;
–– Confirm the entry of the team.
–– The team is automatically registered in the selected tournament
database and is instantly included in the tentative list posted on
the FIVB website for each event. While this procedure allows
the National Federations to directly control that their teams
are correctly entered, it also gives them the opportunity to
immediately contact the FIVB (vis@fivb.org) in case a technical
problem occurs.
–– Each National Federation may directly enter new FIVB athletes
as the computer instantly generates FIVB # for the new player as
well as a user name and password.
–– Athletes with pending sanctions are not allowed to enter in the
2011 FIVB sanctioned events until the related fine is duly paid to
the FIVB.
–– The entry deadline for each event is stated on the FIVB website
for each event.
–– Each National Federation and athlete will be responsible for
checking the entry through Internet by consulting the tentative
“Entry List” for each event.
–– The Tentative List is an ongoing information available on the FIVB
website and up to -30 days can be amended by each participating
National Federations.
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In case the Challenger/Satellite event does not clash with the FIVB
Beach Volleyball SWATCH WORLD TOUR, any player regardless of
their ranking can participate in the Challenger/Satellite event.
Continental Tour upon obtaining the FIVB recognition may be given
the possibility to attribute points (TBD) towards the Rankings and
Entry Points concerned (see page 200).
FIVB Anti-Doping education program "We play it clean!"
Please note that as of 2011, to register to participate to SWATCH
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS, FIVB SWATCH WORLD TOUR events
and/or FIVB SWATCH JUNIOR & YOUTH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS,
all athletes will be required to undertake the FIVB Anti-Doping
education program "We play it clean!" For further information,
please access FIVB online Anti-Doping education program here:
http://www.fivb.org/RealWinner/ or via the FIVB website (www.
fivb.org) by clicking on the following banner:

Note:
In case a National Federation does not support (in writing) the entry
of its player/team in an FIVB event or in case an athlete encounters
problems communicating with his/her National Federations in
order to enter a tournament, the FIVB will then carefully evaluate,
in a case by case basis, the eventual participation of this player/
team in the FIVB competitions. This team may be allowed to enroll
directly through the FIVB Beach Volleyball Department in Lausanne,
provided that:
–– The athlete has no contract in force with any National Federation
and/or club;
–– The athlete is not currently suspended by his/her National
Federation and/or the FIVB;
–– The athlete is eligible as per the criteria defined above.

2. Late Entry

Past the deadline for the Tentative Entry List (-30 days prior to the
start of each tournament) the National Federation will no longer
be allowed to enter a team in the event. Late entry requests must
be addressed to the FIVB in writing for FIVB evaluation and a USD
1,000 fine must be paid by the entity concerned to the FIVB. The
bank details of the FIVB are featured on chapter 11. The FIVB and
the Organizers (National Federation and Promoter) must agree on
a case by case basis whether a late entry should be accepted or
not. If the team is accepted, it will automatically be registered in the
Qualification Tournament. No late entry will be accepted less than
fourteen (14) days before the start of the event.

3. Between -30 days (Tentative List) and -14 days
(Confirmed List):

The National Federation is not allowed to enter an entirely new
team, once the Tentative List has been issued by the FIVB -30
days before the start of the first event (as then considered as a late
entry).

4. Confirmed List (-14 days):

–– The FIVB is responsible for issuing the confirmed list of teams
(-14 days) with the Main Draw teams and the Qualifications
teams as per the Entry Points of that day and to send it to the
hosting National Volleyball Federation concerned, together with
the approved Events Regulation (WT/06) and the invitation letter.
This Confirmed List is posted on the FIVB website as well.
–– Entry Points are the sum of individual ranking points based on the
best 4 results out of the last 5 FIVB SWATCH WORLD TOUR (Open
and Grand Slam), SWATCH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS, recognized
Continental Tour (including the Final and other types of events
part of the tour) and recognized Satellite/Challenger (see point
9.1.B.1 above), and participations within the last 365 days.
–– The Points earned on the occasion of recognized Continental
Tour (including the Final and other events part of this tour) and
recognized Satellite/Challenger events (see point 9.1.B.1 above),
if these are a benefit for the team, count towards the teams’ entry
in the Qualification Tournament or the Main Draw of the FIVB
Beach Volleyball SWATCH WORLD TOUR or FIVB Beach Volleyball
SWATCH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS events, determined – 14 days
prior to the start of the competition (i.e. Open, Grand Slam, and
World Championships).
–– The Points earned on the occasion of recognized Continental
Tour (including the Final and other events part of this tour) and
recognized Satellite/Challenger events (see point B.1. above)
count towards the Technical World Ranking (365 days).
–– This list will be placed onto the FIVB website and it will be
automatically updated each Monday (after the previous event
has been recorded) with the total points and seed points for all
entered teams.

–– Maternity Leave
Women who gave birth will keep 75% of the points they earned if
the time elapsed between the date of birth of their baby and their
return to competition is 1 year or less; and 50% of the points they
earned if the time elapsed between the date of birth of their baby
and their return to competition is between 1 year and 2 years. The
points earned in accordance to the 75% and 50% rule mentioned
above are calculated according to the best 4 results out of the last
5 FIVB Open, Grand Slam and World Championships, recognized
Continental Tour (including the Final and other types of events
part of the tour) and recognized Satellite/Challenger (see point
9.1.B.1 above) results can be included if they improve the player
Entry Points) participations within the last 365 days and 6 months
before the date of birth of their baby. The Entry Points and seeding
finishes earned will count toward entry purposes and seeding
purposes only but not toward the FIVB World ranking and/or
Olympic ranking. The first on line entry of the season through the
new FIVB Beach Volleyball Web based application system must
be accompanied by a valid birth certificate to be sent to the FIVB
-60 days prior the start of the first event the athlete is willing to
participate.
–– First Entry Points
For entry into the first event after the birth of their baby, the
player will use the points earned from the best 4 results out
of the last 5 tournaments played in the previous 365 days and
6 months before the birth of their baby (ex: 10/20/30/40/50 =
140). A calculation of either 75% or 50% will be applied to the
total points gained dependent upon the date of the birth of the
baby and the players return to competition. The calculation
of those points will be used as the basis for determining the
teams’ entry into either the Main Draw or the Qualification
Tournament (based on the sum of both players points).
This calculation will be the “starting total” for this player and
this will be added to the partner’s total to calculate the teams
Entry Points.
–– Subsequent Entry Points
For entry into subsequent events after the first event following
the birth of her baby, the player will automatically have the
points gained in their first event added to their starting total,
but will have subtracted 25% of their starting total (starting
total of 140, less 25% = 105 plus 25 for the first event = 130).
For each subsequent entry the same rule will apply (i.e. points
gained in an event will be added to the starting total, but will
have subtracted 50%–75% to 100% of the starting total). After
4 events the “starting total” will be nil and Entry Points gained
from their first 4 participations will be used as the basis for
entry into either the Main Draw or the Qualification Tournament.
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1. Tentative Entry List (by -30 days):

–– Teams that compete in a recognized Continental Tour (including
the Final and other events part of this tour) and recognized
Challenger/Satellite event that are ranked as per 9.1 A2 will not
have their entry points (best 4 of last 5 tournaments) affected
by participating in these latter events. In general, the points
from these latter events count if it is a benefit for any teams to
calculate these points. For this latter event, Entry Points may
count if it is under the FIVB’s jurisdiction or the Confederations
concerned fulfill the FIVB requirements.

Competition Regulations

B. Entry Procedure
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D. Wild Cards
Tournament

Level

World
MD/Maindraw
Championships
Grand Slam
MD/Maindraw
QT/Quali Tourn.
Open
MD/Maindraw
QT/Quali Tourn.
Challenger
MD/Maindraw
Satellites
MD/Maindraw

Teams WC Host
Country
48
1
32
32
32
64

1
1
1
2

WC
FIVB
2
1
1
1
2
4*
4*

5. Thirteen (13) Days before the Start of the Event

Thirteen (13) days before the start of the event, the Organizers send the
approved invitation letter, event’s regulations and list of teams to the
participating National Federations, the FIVB Officials, FIVB Delegates,
FIVB Sponsors, etc. and if required, the FIVB Medical Delegate
concerned. Once the confirmed list has been officially announced,
changes may be authorized only upon acceptance of the FIVB (i.e. for
withdrawal and or disbanding of teams through the WT/03 form duly
completed). In principle, a player in the Main Draw can change partner
once in a season and still keep its status in the Main Draw once in a
season, even if the team will not have enough Entry Points. Such a rule
does not apply for the Qualification Tournament.
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Notes:
a) Any delays with respect to the procedures deadlines are, in
principle, caused by the Organizers’ non–fulfillment of the terms
of the events’ Master Plan. The FIVB will inform the parties
concerned on its FIVB website should the confirmed list not be
issued 14 days prior to the event due to the Organizer’s non–
compliance of major contractual obligations.
b) If a date falls on a weekend or a holiday then the next working
day becomes the deadline.
c) The deadlines refer to the numbers of days before the first
competition date of the event (including the Qualification
Tournament).
d) The FIVB may offer certain National Federations the possibility
to use the FIVB Beach Volleyball Web based application system
for their administration and own properties. The Continental
Confederations should receive all BVIS Guidelines in order to
transfer knowledge to their affialiated NFs member.

C. Country Quota
1. Foreign teams

–– The Foreign Countries may enter a maximum of eleven (11)
teams from which up to 3 teams can enter directly the Main
Draw by Entry Points and up to 3/4 teams in the Qualification
Tournament. Any eventual remaining teams (to fill the quota of
11- see above) will be enlisted in the reserve list. The teams in
the reserve list will be moved up to the Qualifications Tournament
(whenever a withdrawal take place), always respecting the quota
per country and the entry points (-14 days prior the start of the
concerned event) to enter in a tournament.
–– A maximum of four (4) foreign teams per country can finally play
in the Main Draw. This includes the teams directly entered in the
Main Draw and any additional team that may enter through the
Qualification Tournament.
–– If a Qualification Tournament is not played, additional foreign
teams and host country teams may enter into the Main Draw to
fill in the roster of 32 teams, if they attend the Preliminary Inquiry
and the Technical Meeting (regardless of the country quota).
–– For Open Events, if more than 64 teams enter into the Qualification
Tournament, the FIVB will be entitled to select such teams based
on Entry Points – 14 days before the start of the event concerned.
The universality principles implemented for the Olympic Games
will also be applied in order to allow the participation, in the
Qualification Tournament, of teams (with not enough points to
directly enter into the event) from all 5 Continents.
–– For Grand Slam Events, the 32 teams only entitled to play in
the Qualification Tournament will be determined by their Entry
Points – 14 days before each event. Country Quota-Play-Off will
be implemented for nations with an exceeding number of teams
entered, but nevertheless eligible to take part in the Qualification
Tournament (i.e. teams with equal/more points as/than the
32 teams already registered in the Qualification Tournament,
but surpassing their respective Country Quota). The FIVB will
be entitled to select the 32 teams in the Qualification based on
Entry Points – 14 days before the start of the event concerned.
The universality principles implemented for the Olympic Games
will also be applied in order to allow the participation, in the
Qualification Tournament, of teams (with not enough points to
directly enter into the event) from all 5 Continents.
–– National Federations can nominate one team in the Qualification
Tournament based on the National Federation criteria.
–– For World Championships, 48 teams are only entitled to play
in the Main Draw (up to 6 Host Country Teams; up to 4 foreign
teams, 1 vacancy granted to a team from a continent that does
not have any participants by Entry Points).
–– Host Country Teams who are in the Reserve List will not be
permitted to take part in a Country Quota Play-Off.
–– Continental vacancy (i.e. Africa)
a. Open Events -In case of 4 Continental teams trying to compete
into the Qualification Tournament of an OPEN event (with not
enough points to directly enter into the event) 2 Continental
Quota Play Off matches will be played to allow 2 teams to
enter the Qualification Tournament, following the universality

principles implemented for the Olympic Games. In case the
number of the Continental teams will be less than 4 (3,2,1)
when necessary, the correct number of Country Quota Play-Off
matches will be played to allow 1 team to enter the QT.
b. Grand Slam Events- The number of Continental teams allowed
to take part of the Continental Quota Play Off is reduced to a
maximum of 3, and only 1 team will have the possibility to
enter the QT.
c. World Championships- As the World Championships does not
involve a Qualification Tournament, the Continental Quota Play
Off will not take place.

2. Host Country teams

–– The Host Country may enter a maximum of ten (10) teams + Wild
Card from which a maximum of three (3) teams can directly enter
the Main Draw by Entry Points.
–– A minimum of two (2) Host Country teams will be placed directly
into the Main Draw even though the concerned athletes do not
have enough Entry Points to normally enter the Main Draw.
These two (2) teams shall have the highest Main Draw Entry
Points of any other Host Country teams participating in the event.
In case all the Host Country teams enlisted possess no points,
the hosting National Federation must then inform the FIVB of the
two (2) Host Country Teams with the right to enter directly into
the Main Draw.
–– A World Tour Host National Federation can select 2 teams out of
the 10 possible entries according to its own criteria. The other 8
teams shall enter according to their Entry Points.
–– A maximum of six (6) Host Country teams can finally play in
the Main Draw. This includes the teams directly entered in the
Main Draw and any additional team that may enter through the
Qualification Tournament.
–– The names of the athletes related to the Host Country teams
participating in the event must be communicated to the FIVB –30
days before the start of the competition (entry deadline).
–– The names (and overall number) of the Host Country teams
participating in the Qualification Tournament may be altered by
the FIVB from –14 days prior to the beginning of the event up
to 48 hours before the start of the tournament. The appropriate
form must be sent to the FIVB Beach Volleyball department by
the National Federation in due time.
–– If no Qualification Tournament is played, the Organizers may
request the FIVB to allow up to eight (8) Host Country teams in
total to enter the event, all competing directly in the Main Draw.
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–– Injuries
In case of serious injury, which causes an athlete to not be able to
play for a minimum of 365 days, he/she shall maintain 75% of his/
her Entry Points, from before the injury when returning to play.
The National Federation of the athlete concerned shall formally
apply to the FIVB for the implementation of such a rule, indicating
the type of injury through a medical certificate. The documents
with notification of the serious injury and the application for the
injury-break point rule have to be sent to the FIVB within 90
days after the injury. The player is obliged to apply for the points
as soon as possible, within 60 days before the player wants to
participate in a tournament. The FIVB will then control if the
players has not participated in any national or international beach
volleyball events during this period. After the minimum required
period of recovery (minimum 365 days) the National Federation
of the athlete shall notify again the FIVB about his/her intention to
participate in a SWATCH FIVB WORLD TOUR event requesting the
FIVB to feature 75% of his/her Entry Points from before the injury
when returning to play. After having made such a calculation
the 75% of his/her Entry Points will be implemented for the first
event participation in 2011. The same rule will be applied for
future editions of the World Tour.
The same principles of the Maternity Leave rule to calculate the
Entry Points at subsequent events will apply.

–– National Federations may ask for a Wild Card for any of their
teams through the WT/02 Form duly completed if the said team
does not have enough Entry Points (for any reason whatsoever)
to enter directly in the Main Draw.
–– The National Federations must present their requests for Wild
Cards to the FIVB upon entering their teams 30 days before
the beginning of each event (entry deadline). Request for Wild
Cards received after the entry deadline will not be taken into
consideration by the FIVB.
–– Wild Cards do not affect the Country Quota.
–– The FIVB will take into consideration requests from the host
country based on promotional aspects, technical merits, athletes’
career, rookie team, satisfactory technical/status of the team, etc.
to evaluate the requests presented by the National Federations
possibly following the recommendation of the Promoter
concerned. A Wild Card may be allocated to a World Tour event
winning team constrained to play in the Qualification Tournament
of the following event.
–– The final decision on the Wild Cards is made by the FIVB and it will
be communicated to the National Federations concerned and to
the Organizers, at the very latest fourteen (14 days before the event
together with the release of the confirmed teams list). The FIVB
will implement a strict control in the handling of the Wild Card.
–– In principle, an athlete can receive a maximum of 2 Wild Cards
during the Olympic Qualification period. Should any additional
Wild Cards be requested by an athlete who already received 2 Wild
Cards, the FIVB then reserves the right to further evaluate this
demand and to decide, accordingly. Exceptions to this principle
can also be made for promotional purposes and in case relevant
reasons are brought up by the Organizers to the FIVB.
–– The choice related to the allocation of a Wild Card may
furthermore be made within the 14 days period prior to the
start of an event by the FIVB in case two events are scheduled
consecutively.
–– A team may also be granted a Wild Card (up to 2 for a Grand
Slam and 4 for an Open event) in the Qualification Tournament
by the FIVB due to its overall recognized technical merits or after
a long period of absence in the World Tour for reasons of “force
majeure”. A written statement of the team(s)’ confirmed return to
competition as well as a written request for their enrollment in a
World Tour event must be sent by their National Federation to the
FIVB. Qualification Tournament Wild Card teams must play in the
Country Quota Play-Off (if necessary).
–– In principle, Wild Cards are not granted to host countries
where none of the Host Country teams are eligible to enter the
Main Draw directly by their Entry Points (as the Host Country
already benefits from 2 automatic vacancies in the Main Draw).
Exceptions to this principle can be made for promotional
purposes and in case relevant reasons are brought up by the
Organizers to the FIVB.
–– In the case one wild card is not issued for a FIVB SWATCH WORLD
TOUR event, the next eligible team from the Qualification Team
Entry List (before the start of the Qualification Tournament Technical
Meeting) based on Entry Points will enter the Main Draw (respecting
country quota rules). Should two wild cards not be issued, then the
next two eligible teams will move to the Main Draw.
–– The winning teams of the 2011 Youth World Championships will
be granted a wild card for a Junior World Championships (of the
same year or the following one), while the winning teams of the
2011 Junior World Championships will be granted a wild card for
a future World Tour Event (to be agreed by the parties).
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*Additional Wild Cards from teams of the hosting Continental
Confederation may be granted if such Confederation will be
responsible to sanction Satellite or/and Challenger events.
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1. Up to -30 days prior to the start of the event

Before the entry deadline –30 days prior to the beginning of the
tournament the Teams/athletes who renounce to participate in
one/several event(s) of the World Tour and/or athletes who want to
change partner and/or modify the composition of their team have
at any time the possibility to respectively:
–– Withdraw or remove their team from the tournament through
their National Federation (i.e. through the FIVB Beach Volleyball
Web based application system) by selecting the team tentatively
entered and uncheck the unwanted tournament;
–– Alter the composition of their team through their National
Federation (i.e. through the new FIVB Beach Volleyball Web
based application system) by first selecting the team tentatively
entered, then un-checking the unwanted tournament and finally
reselecting the new team composition for the event.

2. Between -30 days (Tentative List) and -14 days
(Confirmed List)

Between -30 days (Tentative List) and -14 days (Confirmed
List) prior to the start of the tournament, the athletes/National
Federation must respect the withdrawal procedures and regulations
(as per chapter 10) and each participating National Federation may
at any time delete through the FIVB Beach Volleyball Web based
application system a team tentatively registered in the event. Each
participating National Federation may also change the composition
of a team tentatively entered through the FIVB Beach Volleyball
Web based application system by changing one partner (as per
FIVB regulations, the National Federation may only replace one
player out of the two players tentatively registered in an event by a
new teammate. In case of injury every individual player is allowed
to change partner and gain or retain a Main Draw spot ONLY ONCE
in a season.
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–– Once the confirmed list of teams is issued by the FIVB (-14
days), the FIVB is then the only entity accountable for receiving
through the WT/03 Form (duly completed) any withdrawal and/or
disbanding of teams/athletes requests entered in the Main Draw
and the Qualification Tournament and to apply any modifications
to the Confirmed List.
–– No official withdrawal will be accepted by the FIVB if not
requested in time and in writing through the WT/03 form.
–– In case of withdrawal of an athlete entered in a World Tour event,
the National Federation/athletes concerned must inform the FIVB
whether the athlete will be substituted or not through the WT/03
form.
–– National Federations entering teams through the FIVB Beach
Volleyball Web based application system are responsible for
any eventual sanctions related to the non–fulfillment of the FIVB
Regulations.
–– No medical certificate or proof of “force majeure” is needed within
this period of time (–14 days up to Friday preceding the event).
Anyhow, a player cannot withdraw from a World Tour/World
Championships event to participate in another tournament (i.e.
at National or Continental level), during the period of the World
Tour/World Championships concerned.
–– In the qualification tournament, should the disbanding of a
team happens after the announcement of the confirmed list, the
new team has the right to remain in the 32 or 64 qualification
tournament teams only if they have enough points, otherwise
they will be reserve teams
–– Reserve teams are featured onto the confirmed list and are constantly
updated until the Preliminary Inquiry of the Country Quota Play-Off.
Reserve Teams must register at the respective Preliminary Inquiry
and be present at the commencement of the respective Qualification
Tournament Technical Meeting to be eligible for possible inclusion
in the Qualification Tournament, subject to late withdrawals or no
shows by any teams (note if a country has participated in Country
Quota Play-Offs, no team from the same Country from the Reserve
List would be eligible to participate in the Qualification Tournament
in case of any withdrawals or no shows).
Note:
All deadlines concerning withdrawals are calculated from the start
of the Country Quota Tournament and backwards.

B. Last Minute Withdrawal (Friday preceding the
Event up to - 1 minute before the Country Quota
Play Off Technical Meeting)
a) Athletes who fail to attend the Preliminary Inquiry and the
Technical Meeting of the Qualification Tournament will be
exempted from any fine only if the concerned National Federation
provides to the FIVB via fax and email a proof of “force majeure”
or medical certificate (using the appropriate form) related to
the withdrawal and/or disbanding of teams/athlete entered in
the Qualification Tournament. Starting from 5 pm (Swiss time)
on Friday preceding the event, the National Federation will
need to communicate directly (by using the appropriate form
and medical certificate) to the Technical Supervisor assigned to
the concerned event copying the FIVB (at beach@fivb.org or fax
+41 345 3548) until – 1 minute (e.g. 12.59pm) of the day of the
Country Quota Play Off meeting to withdraw without a penalty.
Withdrawals due to “force majeure” are subjected to FIVB
approval, a written notification is needed to justify such a case.
Should a Qualification player withdraw after the above deadline
without providing in a medical certificate or a satisfactory proof
of “force majeure” a fine of USD 500 will be applied by the FIVB.
All players withdrawing due to a medical reason must send to
the FIVB the concerned certificate (of the time of the injury) 15
days after the event concerned in order to be eligible for the
Bonus Pool. Once a player withdraw from a World Tour/World
Championships, he/she cannot play in a different tournament
during the World Tour/World Championships event’s concerned.
If a player is found participating in a different tournament,
a fine will be issued by the FIVB. Reiterated case by the same
athlete may lead to a suspension from major FIVB events. The
FIVB Technical Supervisor is requested to notify immediately
the situation to the FIVB Beach Volleyball Department. The
concerned player must pay the fine to the FIVB either before
arriving at his/her next event, or on-site to the FIVB Technical
Supervisor of his/her next event, before the Technical Meeting
concerned (i.e. Qualification Tournament or Main Draw
depending on which event player is participating first). The
player concerned will only be accepted by the FIVB to play in
his/her next event if the amount due is received and officially
acknowledged by the FIVB (in advance) or the FIVB Technical
Supervisor (on-site) before the start of the event.

b) Athletes who fail to attend the Preliminary Inquiry and the
Technical Meeting of the Main Draw Tournament will be
exempted from any fine only if the National Federation provides
to the FIVB via fax and email a proof of “force majeure” or medical
certificate (using the appropriate form) related to the withdrawal
and/or disbanding of teams/athlete entered in the Main Draw
Tournament. Starting from 5 pm (Swiss time) on Friday preceding
the event, the National Federation will need to communicate
directly (by using the appropriate form and medical certificate)
to the Technical Supervisor assigned to the concerned event
copying the FIVB (at beach@fivb.org or fax +41 345 3548) until –
1 minute (e.g. 12.59pm) of the day of the Country Quota Play Off
Technical meeting to withdraw without a penalty. Withdrawals
due to “force majeure” are subject to FIVB approval, a written
notification is needed to justify such a case. Finally, should a Main
Draw player withdraw without providing in due time a medical
certificate or a satisfactory proof of “force majeure” after the
above deadline a fine of USD 3,000 will be applied by the FIVB.
All players withdrawing due to a medical reason must send
to the FIVB the concerned certificate (of the time of the injury)
15 days after the event concerned in order to be eligible for the
Bonus Pool. Once a player withdraw from a World Tour/World
Championships, he/she cannot play in a different tournament
during the World Tour/World Championships event’s concerned. If
a player is found participating in a different tournament, a fine will
be issued by the FIVB. Reiterated case by the same athlete may
lead to a suspension from major FIVB events. The FIVB Technical
Supervisor is requested to notify immediately the FIVB Beach
Volleyball Department. The concerned player must pay the fine
to the FIVB either before arriving at his/her next event, or on-site
to the FIVB Technical Supervisor of his/her next event and before
the Technical Meeting concerned (i.e. Qualification Tournament or
Main Draw depending on which event player is participating first).
The player concerned will only be accepted by the FIVB to play
in his/her next event if the amount due is received and officially
acknowledged by the FIVB (in advance) or the FIVB Technical
Supervisor (on-site) before the start of that event, otherwise the
player will not be eligible to play. In any case, athletes withdrawing
either with a medical certificate or “force majeure”, are not allowed
to participate any Beach Volleyball (and if required any Volleyball)
events at any level until the end of the week of the concerned
events.
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A. Withdrawal Procedures

3. Confirmed List (-14 days up to Friday preceding the
event)

Competition Regulations

9.2 Withdrawals and/or
Disbanding of Teams
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Notes:
a) No changes will be made in the team roster and in the team
seeding if Main Draw team(s) inform(s) the FIVB between the end
of the Technical Meeting of the Country Quota Play-Off Technical
Meeting and the start of the Qualification Tournament of their
withdrawal from the event.
b) The Country Quota Play-Off, Qualification and Main Draw
Tournaments are deemed to have started once the seeding has
been confirmed and no further changes will be allowed.
c) The athlete is responsible for requesting from his/her National
Federation (or to consult the FIVB Website under the “General
Information” section of each Beach Volleyball Event) the event’s
regulations (WT/06 Form) thirteen (13) days before the start of the
event and further more to check again upon arrival at the venue,
in order to obtain details on the time and place of the Technical
Meeting and all other relevant information for the event.

C. Late Arrival and No-Show
–– “If a player is confirmed absent from the Technical Meeting by
the Technical Supervisor, a fine will be issued to each player in
the amount of USD $50 (Country Quota) USD $150 (Qualification
Tournament) and USD $250 (Main Draw). There should also be
more clarity on the procedures used to determine if a team/
player is disqualified from the tournament if they do not attend
the Technical Meeting - for example:
–– Example #1: A Country Quota team is missing from the CQPO
Technical Meeting, but was witnessed or confirmed by the
Technical Supervisor to be present at the venue. This team
should be fined and forced to pay the fine before the match is
started, otherwise it will result in a forfeited match. If the team
was absent from the meeting, and not witnessed or confirmed
by the Technical Supervisor to be present at the venue, they
should be disqualified from the tournament altogether before
the draw takes place. If one player from the team is present
at the meeting and it is believed the other is present, the fine
should still apply and a no show at the first match will result in
a forfeit.
–– Example #2: An entire team or one player from the team
is missing from the Qualification or Main Draw Technical
Meeting, but was witnessed to be present at the venue, or has
checked into the hotel (Technical Supervisor has other relevant
information that this team is present at the event, but not in
the meeting). No withdrawal information was received by the
FIVB or Technical Supervisor in due time. In this case, the
team will be considered entered in the tournament, but will be
fined the appropriate amount to each player for their absence
at the meeting. If the team or player does not report to their
first match in the relevant tournament, it will be considered a
forfeited match.
–– Example #3: An entire team or one player from the team is
missing from the Qualification or Main Draw Technical Meeting,
and was NOT witnessed by any other person (i.e. Technical
Supervisor, players, coaches, other team delegates from that
country, etc.) to be present at the venue, and has not checked
into the hotel. No withdrawal information was received by
the FIVB or Technical Supervisor in due time. In this case,
after exhausting any possible method to determine if the
team or player(s) are present, the team will be disqualified
from the tournament and a Lucky Loser procedure at the
Technical Meeting will be conducted according to the Handbook
regulations.

A. General Principles
The purpose of the World Ranking is to provide an objective scale
of values of all athletes/teams participating in the World Tour
events, on a merit basis. The official Ranking (based in principle
on the athlete’s participation with his/her current partner) is
communicated to the media and posted on the FIVB Website.
All teams start from zero (0) point at the beginning of the season
and accumulate points at each event.
The total FIVB points distributed for each event is based on the total
amount of Prize Money (including FIVB Bonus Pool) allocated.
The World Ranking shall be equal to the best 75% of the total
amount of tournaments per year. If the number of events is uneven,
the amount of “best results” tournaments is rounded to the lower
number. The ranking will start every year from new and is a sum of
results until the quoted amount is reached. Then the worst results
are eliminated for each new event.
The Total amount of events shall be announced in January by the
FIVB in order to calculate the number of events counting towards
the world ranking (75%).

–– The teams’ entries in the Main Draw of the World Championships
and in both the Qualification and the Main Draw of any Grand
Slam, Open, recognized Continental Tour and recognized
Challenger/ Satellite (these latter two events as per point 9.1.B.1
above) will be according to the best 4 results out of the last 5
events within the previous 365 days 14 days prior to the start of
the event. The points from a Challenger or Satellite count if it is a
benefit for the team to calculate with these points.
–– The performances of a team during the season;
–– The best ranked men and women’ teams of the World Ranking at
the conclusion of the last event of the World Tour season (“FIVB
SWATCH WORLD TOUR Champion”). The final World Ranking is
established by taking into consideration all points earned by
a team during World Tour events and other FIVB International
events. Should an Athlete play with more than one partner during
the season, the highest team ranking of that individual is then
considered;
–– The individual and teams’ rankings of all the participants based
on the sum of the points earned in each World Tour event.

Summary of FIVB points earned by each player due to their teams final ranking in various FIVB sanctioned beach volleyball events
World
Champs

Grand
Slam

Open

European
Champs Final

European
Master

Challenger
(as per point
9.1.B.1)
DoubleElim
40
36
32
28
24
20
16
12
8

Satellite
(as per point
9.1.B.1
DoubleElim
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

Rank
%
PoolPlay
PoolPlay
DoubleElim
PoolPlay
DoubleElim
1 100.00%
500
400
300
250
80
2 90.00%
450
360
270
225
72
3 80.00%
400
320
240
200
64
4 70.00%
350
280
210
175
56
5 60.00%
300
240
180
150
48
7 50.00%
150
125
40
9 40.00%
200
160
120
100
32
13 30.00%
90
75
24
17 20.00%
100
80
60
50
16
21 10.00%
25
8
25 10.00%
40
30
4
1
33
5.00%
25
20
15
2
0
37
4.00%
20
41
3.00%
12
9
0
0
49
3.00%
57
1.00%
4
3
0
0
Continental Tour upon obtaining the FIVB recognition may be given the possibility to attribute points (TBD) towards the Ranking and Entry
Points concerned (see page 200).
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–– If a Qualification team(s) inform(s) the FIVB prior to (or during)
the Technical Meeting of the Country Quota Play-Off Technical
Meeting of their withdrawal from the event, the selection of the
next eligible team is based on the following priorities:
–– The next highest ranked team(s) excluded from the 64 or 32
teams Qualification team roster (if any) based on the Entry
Points (14 days prior to the event) is/are then allowed to
enter into the Qualification Tournament, if they attend the
Qualification Tournament Technical Meeting.
–– The following policy must apply in order to clarify the withdrawal
process of Main Draw teams (and their consequent replacement):
–– If a Main Draw team(s) inform(s) the FIVB prior to (or during)
the Technical Meeting of the Country Quota Play-Off Technical
Meeting of their withdrawal from the event, the next highest
ranked eligible team(s) based on the Entry Points (14 days prior
to the event) is then allowed to enter directly into the Main Draw.
–– If Main Draw team(s) inform(s) the FIVB after the start of
the Country Quota Play-Off Technical Meeting (a sanction
of USD 3’000 will be applied by the FIVB) and before the
commencement of the Main Draw of their withdrawal from the
event, the extra team(s) will then be allowed to qualify from
the Qualification Tournament under the Lucky Loser draw
regulations as follows.
–– The extra team(s) are the team(s) with the highest seed in the
qualification tournament (the total 365 day ranking points)
among the eight teams failing to qualify in the Main Draw by
losing the last round of the Qualification Tournament, if they
attend the Technical Meeting of the Main Draw Tournament. A
“Lucky Loser” Draw procedure will be implemented by the FIVB
Technical Supervisor. In this case, the FIVB Official must draw
between the two highest ranked teams among the eligible “Lucky
Losers”. For each additional open spot from the Qualification
Tournament to the Main Draw, the next highest ranked team
must be then drawn against the loser of the previous draw. This
procedure continues until all additional open spots are filled.

Example: 15 tournaments (World Championships, Grand Slam, and
Open events) at 75%=11 tournaments for women, while for the
men: 14 tournaments at 75%=10.5 rounded to the lower number is
10 events that will count towards the 2011 World ranking.
The table below reflects the points’ breakdown for each
competition. The World Ranking (or season ranking) is taken as a
basis to determine the following:

Competition Regulations

9.3 The World Ranking
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World Ranking points for entry purpose earned by athletes during
the 2011 World Tour are valid for one complete year (i.e. 365 days
starting from the date the World Ranking points are earned).
Titles and trophies are presented for the best three Teams. The top
individual athlete for each gender is also rewarded at the end of the
season. A title and/or trophy recognizing the “rookie athlete of the
year”, the “best setter”, the “fastest server counting all matches on
center court” or the “best spiker” will be awarded possibly during
the World Gala (the players may vote for prizes in the Technical
Meeting of the last event) or last Double Gender event of the
season.
The FIVB displays the updated World Rankings with the best current
Team ranking on its Website at the conclusion of each event. Should
an athlete take part in two events scheduled during the same week
(i.e. an Open and an eligible Challenger event), the athlete’s best
ranking earned (i.e. among the two events) then counts.
Notes:
a) Eliminated Country Quota teams do not earn any ranking points.
b) The Points earned on the occasion of recognized Satellite or
Challenger events, if these are a benefit for the team, count

towards the teams’ entry in the Qualification Tournament or the
Main Draw of the FIVB SWATCH WORLD TOUR events, determined
– 14 days prior to the start of the competition (i.e. Open, Grand
Slam, and World Championships).
c) The Points earned on the occasion of recognized Satellite or Challenger
events count towards the Technical World Ranking (365 days).
d) The 365 day World Ranking points will break a tie in seeding
points of the Main Draw teams.

COUNTRY QUOTA PLAY-OFF POSSIBILITIES

B. Technical World Ranking
All athletes earning points during the last 365–day period will be
listed in the Individual Technical World Ranking and Teams Technical
World Ranking for internal use only. The Technical World Ranking is
used to determine the seeding of the teams for recognized Satellite
and FIVB Challenger events (see point 9.1.B.1 above) as well as the
seeding of the teams in the Qualification Tournament of the FIVB
SWATCH WORLD TOUR events (i.e. Open Events, Grand Slam Events)
and SWATCH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS. Continental Tour may be
given the possibility to attribute points towards the World Ranking.

Table summary of definition for rankings and seeding
FIVB Points: FIVB Points are earned by each player competing in an event on the FIVB SWATCH WORLD TOUR and SWATCH WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS. The higher the tournament ranking the higher the points earned and the higher the level of the event (Open, Grand
Slam, World Championships, recognized Continental Tour (including the Final and other types of events part of the Tour) and recognized
Satellite/Challenger) the higher the points that are available.
FIVB World Tour Ranking: The FIVB World Tour is the ranking of teams which have accumulated the most total FIVB Points as a team
in the calendar year (Season) on the FIVB SWATCH WORLD TOUR (Open and Grand Slam) and SWATCH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS. This
ranking is determined by adding the total of the best 75% of the total number of events in a calendar year.
The team with the most FIVB World Ranking points following the conclusion of the last event of a calendar year (season) shall be named
“FIVB SWATCH WORLD TOUR Champion”.
Individual Technical Ranking: The Individual Technical Ranking is the ranking of individual players based on the total FIVB points
earned by that player on the FIVB SWATCH WORLD TOUR (Open and Grand Slam), SWATCH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS, recognized
Continental Tour (including the Final and other types of events part of the Tour) and recognized Satellite/Challenger events over a 365day period from the date the ranking is published. Depending on the date of the ranking, it is possible for this ranking to include FIVB
points from two FIVB seasons

Qualification Tournament Seeding: Teams participating in the Qualification Tournament of an FIVB event are seeded by adding the
total of each individual player’s FIVB Points earned over a 365-day period from the seeding date. These FIVB Points may include points
earned with other teammates. Depending on the date of the Qualification Tournament it is possible for these points to include FIVB
points from two FIVB seasons.
Main Draw Tournament Seeding (Seeding Index): Teams participating in the Main Draw Tournament of an FIVB event are seeded by
determining their Seeding Index which is the combined average of each player’s average FIVB SWATCH WORLD TOUR Main Draw ranking
(Open and Grand Slam) or SWATCH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS only in the past 365 days. Each player’s average finish is calculated from
their best four of their last five events.
The team with the lowest combined Seeding Index gets the highest seed in the Main Draw Tournament (the lower the better!). Each
player’s Seeding Index may include FIVB SWATCH WORLD TOUR and SWATCH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS Main Draw rankings earned
with other teammates. Depending on the date of the Seeding Index calculation it is possible for this index to include FIVB Main Draw
rankings from two FIVB seasons.
A player that has no Main Draw participations in the last 365 days will be assigned a Seeding Index of 25.0.
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Entry points (-14 days): The Entry Points are the total points earned by a team used to determine entry into an upcoming FIVB
event. At 14 days before an upcoming FIVB Event, the Entry Points are calculated to determine which teams have gained direct entry
into either the Main Draw or into the Qualification phase of that upcoming FIVB Tournament. The Entry Points are calculated by adding
each player’s FIVB Points earned in the best four of their last five events FIVB SWATCH WORLD TOUR (Open and Grand Slam), SWATCH
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS, recognized Continental Tour (including the Final and other types of events part of the Tour) and recognized
Satellite/Challenger tournaments over a 365-day period from the date the Entry Points are calculated. The FIVB Points earned from
Satellite and Challenger events are only included if they actually improve a players standing otherwise the FIVB World Tour points are
used in this best four of last five calculation. These points may include FIVB Points earned with other teammates. Depending on the date
of the calculation of the Entry Points, it is possible for these points to include FIVB points from two FIVB seasons.

Flexible Competition Formats
and Schedules to increase
Media Exposure as well
as meet Audiences’ Needs

Competition Regulations

Team’s Technical Ranking: A Team’s Technical Ranking is the ranking of teams based on the total FIVB Points earned by each player
on that team during FIVB SWATCH WORLD TOUR (Open and Grand Slam), SWATCH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS, recognized Continental
(including the Final and other types of events part of the Tour) and recognized Satellite/Challenger events over a 365-day period from
the date the ranking is published. A team’s Technical Ranking is determined by adding the 365-day FIVB points earned by each player
(regardless of the player that they earned the points with). This ranking may include points earned with other teammates. Depending on
the date of the ranking it is possible for this ranking to include FIVB points from two FIVB seasons

2012 Olympic Ranking: The ranking of teams competing on the FIVB World Tour between 1 January 2011 and 17 June 2012
attempting to qualify their National Federations for a berth(s) in the 2012 Olympic Games. The top 16 teams in the Olympic Ranking
will earn berths for their National Federations at the 2012 London Olympic Games with each National Federation allowed a maximum
of 2 berths. The Olympic Ranking is a ranking of the total FIVB Points earned by each team’s best 12 FIVB SWATCH WORLD TOUR,
SWATCH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS and recognized Continental Tour Final (the best result amongs the 2 Continental Tour Finals) results
between 1 January 2011 and 17 June 2012. A team must participate in a minimum of 12 FIVB SWATCH WORLD TOUR, SWATCH WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS and recognized Continental Tour Final events in order to be eligible to qualify for the 2012 Olympic Games.
Further information about the Olympic Qualification formula is available at the following link:
http://www.fivb.org/en/BeachVolleyball/Document/FIVB_OG2010_Qualification_System_BVB_ENG.PDF
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The Main Draw of men and women’s World Tour Open events is
based on the double elimination system. The double elimination
format allows teams to compete until two losses are incurred. After
one loss, the team moves to the losers’ bracket and competes for
a spot in the 2 crossed semi–finals against the 2 teams qualified
from the winners’ bracket. The winners of the 2 semi–finals play
the final for the 1st and 2nd place while the losers play the final for
the 3rd and 4th place.
Exceptions can be made to adapt to specific situations upon the
Organizer’s request and with the prior approval of the FIVB. In
principle, once the tournament starts, no changes should be
introduced in the competition/match format (the FIVB nevertheless
reserves the right to apply amendments in extreme cases). Also,
no special rules regarding competition/match regulations should
be made during the season. Any eventual amendments related to
the competition/match regulations should be communicated to the
players’ advisors and signed off in agreement between them and
the FIVB.

Open Event - Qualification Tournament bracket-Single Elimination (for 64 teams)

B. Country Quota Play-Off Matches

In principle, the FIVB World Tour events are composed by the 3
following phases:
–– Country Quota Play–Off matches
–– Qualification Tournament
–– Main Draw Tournament
Before the start of the Qualification Tournament all “Country Quota
Play-Off” matches must be played with a single elimination format
until a certain number of teams are eligible to qualify for the Main
Draw.
The Qualification Tournament consists of a single elimination
format (with a maximum of 64 teams for an Open Event and a
maximum of 32 teams for a Grand Slam Event) after Country Quota
calculations. Only teams confirmed in the Qualification Tournament
list will be eligible to play in Country Quota Play-Offs, teams in the
Reserve Lists and not in the Top 32 or 64 Confirmed Lists will not be
eligible to play in their respective Country Quota Play-off matches
(note the QT confirmed list may be larger than 32 or 64 due to the
respective calculation for Country Quota, but these will only be
confirmed in the QT lists in sequential order based on entry points
until the 32 or 64 maximum is reached, taking in to consideration
Country Quota implications).
As an example: A Grand Slam QT confirmed list could contain 34
teams as BRA has 3 teams in the QT but will lose 2 as a result of
CQPO, bringing the final list down to 32, however in this case BRA
were in Entry Order on the QT list in positions 1, 3 & 7, so all 3 were
allowed to play in the CQPO. Had the third team been outside of
the Top 32 list in order of entry and in the Reserve List, then only 2
teams from BRA would have been eligible to play in the CQPO for
one spot.
Host Country Teams who are in the Reserve List will not be
permitted to take part in a CQPO.
Reserve Teams must register at the respective Preliminary Inquiry
and be present at the commencement of the respective Qualification
Tournament Technical Meeting to be eligible for possible inclusion
in the Qualification Tournament, subject to late withdrawals or no
shows by any teams (note if a country has participated in Country
Quota Play-Offs, no team from the same Country from the Reserve
List would be eligible to participate in the Qualification Tournament
in case of any withdrawals or no shows). No Country Quota PlayOff and Qualification Tournament will be played on the occasion of
the 2011 SWATCH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS.
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Notes:
a) The Country Quota teams are seeded relative to each other from
the Qualification Tournament seeding established before the
start of the Country Quota Play-Off matches by the Technical
Supervisor.
b) Eliminated Country Quota teams do not earn any ranking or
seeding points. Their participation in the Country Quota Play-Off
matches nevertheless counts towards the eligibility requirements
of both the Bonus Pool and as well as the qualification for the
2012 Olympic Games.

C. Qualification Tournament (1 day)
Once the “Country Quota Play-Off” matches are played and
the country’s quota over capacity has been eliminated, the
standard competition format of a single elimination Qualification
Tournament draw can be established and begin on the following
day. A maximum of 64 teams can enter into the Qualification
Tournament for Open Events and 32 teams only for a Grand Slam
Event. The Qualification Tournament will be played until a minimum
of eight teams make it to the quarter–final of the single elimination
tournament (plus any possible additional teams in accordance with
the Lucky loser draw regulations at point 9.2.B above).
–– A minimum of 8 teams may qualify to the Main Draw through
the Qualification Tournament. In case one or two wild card(s) is
(are) not allocated by the FIVB, the next eligible team(s) from the
Qualification Team Entry List based on Entry Points will enter the
Main Draw (respecting Country Quota rules).
–– Should the number of host country and foreign teams
participating in the Qualification Tournament be less than the
number of teams required to fill the Main Draw roster, the FIVB
will then notify these teams of their direct entry in the Main Draw.
–– The universality principles for World Championships (Main Draw)
and in the Qualification Tournament of Grand Slam and Open
events will be applied in order to allow the participation of a team
(not having enough points to directly enter into the event) from
each of the 5 Confederations.
–– The Qualification Tournament will be conducted in accordance
with the bracket inserted in next page.
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A. General Principles

Competition Regulations

9.4 Competition Format and
Match Format

The “Country Quota Play-Off” matches must be played after 2:00
pm the day before the Qualification Tournament in conjunction
with the practical part of the referee clinic between teams from the
same country (with a maximum of 7 foreign country teams and 8
teams for the host country per gender) whenever the number of
teams entered in the Qualification Tournament exceeds the number
of teams allowed to participate in the Main Draw. The “Country
Quota Play–Off” consists of a single elimination Play-Off and the
matches are completed once a certain number of teams are eligible
to qualify in the Main Draw, determined by country quota. (i.e. if a
country has four (4) teams entered in the Qualification Tournament
but only one (1) can enter into the Main Draw then seed #1 will
play seed #4 from that country while seed #2 will play seed #3. The
winners from these two matches will then compete for the right to
enter into the single elimination Qualification Tournament).
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1. Open

The regular competition format for men and women (for Open
Events) is a double elimination (matches 1 to 58) until 4 teams
remain in the competition.
Crossed semi–finals between 2 teams coming from the winners’
bracket and two teams coming from the loser’s bracket are
generally played on Saturday afternoon for single gender events
(and the Finals for 1st and 2nd place and 3rd and 4th place are played
on the last competition day, in principle Sunday). In case of
staggered double gender events, the semi-final and final matches
should be held as follows:
Option 1:
–– Friday afternoon women’s semi-finals;
–– Saturday afternoon women’s finals and men’s semi-finals;
–– Sunday men’s finals.
Option 2:
–– Friday afternoon men’s semi-finals;
–– Saturday afternoon men’s finals and women’s semi-finals;
–– Sunday women’s finals.
Note:
Semi-finals for double gender event can be played on the same day
of the final games, upon receiving authorization from the FIVB.
204

32 Teams participate in the Main Draw as follows:
–– Minimum 2 or maximum 3 Host Country Teams according to their
FIVB Entry Points – 14 days before the start of the event. A third
team may enter only if it has sufficient Entry Points.
–– 19/20 Foreign Teams for Open Events in accordance with the
FIVB Entry Points – 14 days before the start of the event. Foreign
countries may enter a maximum of 3 teams directly in the Main
Draw.
–– Up to 2 FIVB Wild Cards for Open Events in the Main Draw. (Wild
Cards do not affect country quota).
–– A minimum of 8 Teams from the Qualification Tournament,
regardless of the allocation of the FIVB Wild Card(s).
–– A maximum of 64 teams for an Open event will permitted to
play in the respective Qualification Tournament after Country
Quota calculations. Only teams confirmed in the Qualification
Tournament list will be eligible to play in Country Quota PlayOffs, teams in the Reserve Lists and not in the Top 64 Confirmed
Lists will not be eligible to play in their respective Country
Quota Play-Off matches (note the Qualification Tournament
confirmed list may be larger than 64 due to the respective
calculation for Country Quota, but these will only be confirmed
in the Qualification Tournament lists in sequential order based
on Entry Points until the 64 maximum is reached, taking in to
consideration country quota implications).
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D. Main Draw (4 days)

Main Draw - Double Elimination Brakets (for 32 teams Open Events)

Competition Regulations

Grand Slam Event - Qualification Tournament-Single Elimination (for 32 teams)
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Main Draw - Double Elimination System Standard Competition Schedule (Single gender’s Open)

Rules for Pool Ranking (Grand Slam and World Championships)

–– Second Day of the event having had a qualification on the first day (Main Draw)
Br.

Team A

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
Rk 25
Rk 25
Rk 25
Rk 25
Rk 25
Rk 25
Rk 25
Rk 25

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

seed # 1
seed # 17
seed # 9
seed # 25
seed # 5
seed # 21
seed # 13
seed # 29
seed # 3
seed # 19
seed # 11
seed # 27
seed # 7
seed # 23
seed # 15
seed # 31
Winner Match #1
Winner Match #3
Winner Match #5
Winner Match #7
Winner Match #9
Winner Match #11
Winner Match #13
Winner Match #15
Loser Match #1
Loser Match #3
Loser Match #5
Loser Match #7
Loser Match #9
Loser Match #11
Loser Match #13
Loser Match #15

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

Team B

court

start tentative

seed # 32
seed # 16
seed # 24
seed # 8
seed # 28
seed # 12
seed # 20
seed # 4
seed # 30
seed # 14
seed # 22
seed # 6
seed # 26
seed # 10
seed # 18
seed # 2
Winner Match #2
Winner Match #4
Winner Match #6
Winner Match #8
Winner Match #10
Winner Match #12
Winner Match #14
Winner Match #16
Loser Match #2
Loser Match #4
Loser Match #6
Loser Match #8
Loser Match #10
Loser Match #12
Loser Match #14
Loser Match #16

1, 2, 3, 4

9:00 AM

Team “B”

court

start tentative

Loser Match #24
Loser Match #23
Loser Match #22
Loser Match #21
Loser Match #20
Loser Match #19
Loser Match #18
Loser Match #17
Winner Match #18
Winner Match #20
Winner Match #22
Winner Match #24
Winner Match #34
Winner Match #36
Winner Match #38
Winner Match #40
Winner Match #44
Loser Match #42
Loser Match #41
Winner Match #42
Loser Match #44
Winner Match #43

1, 2, 3, 4

9:00 AM

Team “B”

court

start tentative

Winner Match #50
Winner Match #52
Loser Match #54
Loser Match #53
Winner Match #57
Winner Match #58

1
1
1
1
1
1

9:00 AM

Team “B”

court

start tentative

Loser Match #60
Winner Match #60

1
1

approx. 02:00 pm
approx. 03:00 pm

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

2. Grand Slam
1, 2, 3, 4

–– Third Day of the event (Main Draw)
Match

Rd

Br.

Team “A”

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
54
49
50
53
51
52

Rk 17
Rk 17
Rk 17
Rk 17
Rk 17
Rk 17
Rk 17
Rk 17
III
III
III
III
Rk 13
Rk 13
Rk 13
Rk 13
IIII
Rk 9
Rk 9
IIII
Rk 9
Rk 9

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
W
W
W
W
L
L
L
L
W
L
L
W
L
L

Winner Match#25
Winner Match #26
Winner Match #27
Winner Match #28
Winner Match #29
Winner Match #30
Winner Match #31
Winner Match #32
Winner Match #17
Winner Match #19
Winner Match #21
Winner Match #23
Winner Match #33
Winner Match #35
Winner Match #37
Winner Match #39
Winner Match-#43
Winner Match #45
Winner Match #46
Winner Match #41
Winner Match #47
Winner Match-#48

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2

–– Fourth Day of the event (Main Draw)
Match

Rd

Br.

Team “A”

55
56
57
58
59
60

Rk 7
Rk 7
Rk 5
Rk 5
S-Final
S-Final

L
L
L
L
S
S

Winner Match #49
Winner Match #51
Winner Match#55
Winner Match #56
Winner Match #53
Winner Match #54

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

afternoon
immediately after

–– Fifth Day of the event (Main Draw)
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Match

Rd

Br.

Team “A”

61
62

Rk 3/4
Final

F3
F1

Loser Match #59
Winner Match #59

vs
vs

–– Winner earns 2 match points, Loser earns 1 match point.
–– In case of an injury forfeit of a team (team is at the court on time
for the start of their match, however cannot start the match due
to injury), the winning team will be awarded 2 match points for
the win, a set score of 2:0, and points of 0:0, 0:0. The losing team
will be awarded 1 match point, a set score of 0:2, and points of
0:21. 0:21. The scoresheet however will reflect the standard
application of rule 7.4.
–– In case of an injury forfeit or an eventual disqualification of a
team after the start of the match (as an example BRA is leading
AUS 6:4 in the first set and AUS is injured at this point and cannot
continue the match), the winning team will be awarded 2 points
for the win, a set score of 2:0, and little points of 6:4, 0:0. The
losing team will be awarded 1 match point, a set score of 0:2,
and points of 4:21. 0:21. The scoresheet however will reflect the
standard application of rule 7.4.
–– In case of a forfeit due to no show of the team before the start of
their match, the winning team will be awarded 2 points for the
win, a set score of 2:0, and points of 0:0, 0:0. The losing team will
be awarded 0 match points, a set score of 0:2, and points of 0:21.
0:21. The scoresheet however will reflect the standard application
of rule 7.4. The forfeiting team will also be subject to a sanction.

Note :
Technical Supervisors and the organizers may agree to modify the above competition schedule to ensure that the top ranked
teams could play one of the last matches (or during the most crowded session) of the day instead of one of the first in the
morning. Concerning the optimization of the competition schedule during the days of the televised matches, you can find all
the details in Chapter 6, page 155.
Therefore, the sequence of the above matches may also be implemented as follows:
1- 16
(cycle of 4 matches played on 4 courts)
17, 18, 25 and 26 (on 4 courts)
19, 20, 27 and 28 (on 4 courts)
21,22, 29 and 30 (on 4 courts)
23, 24, 31 and 32 (on 4 courts)
To revise the competition schedule for the four-day “open” events to ensure that the top teams in the world are playing one
of the last matches of the day instead of one of the first.
Benefit: To feature the best teams in the world later in the day (if possible) instead of having these tandems complete their
competition schedule by 13:00 or 14:00.

The competition format of a Grand Slam combines always men
and women programs. The Main Draw of each gender event will
be played through a first phase of 8 pools of 4 teams each (Round
Robin) and a 2nd phase with 24 teams playing in a Single Elimination
format (the loser of a semi-final will play the bronze medal match,
while the winner of the semi-final games will play the gold medal
match). From the Round Robin phase the 1st, 2nd and the 8 best 3rd
ranked teams will be advancing to the single elimination phase
(total: 24 teams).
The playing format of the Grand Slam should be fixed, so that the
drawing after pool play finished at late afternoon and no games
will be played the same day in single elimination. If the first round
of single elimination is played the same day as the drawing after
pool play is made, the starting time of the first game in single
elimination cannot be before 2 hours after the bracket has been
drawn and approved by the FIVB/Technical Supervisor. The
FIVB Technical Supervisor must be responsible to verify if the
competition schedule fulfill the FIVB competition regulations at
least 2 weeks before the start of the event (start time semi-finals
and finals, above duration of the competition, matches per day,
break between matches, daylight, number of courts, etc.).
32 teams participating in the Main Draw as follow:
–– Minimum 2 or 3 Host Country Teams according to their FIVB
Entry Points - 14 days before the start of the event. A third team
may enter only if it has sufficient Entry Points.
–– 19/20 Foreign Teams for Grand Slam Events in accordance with
the FIVB Entry Points – 14 days before the start of the event.
Foreign countries may enter a maximum of 3 teams directly in
the Main Draw.
–– Up to 2 FIVB Wild Cards for Grand Slam Events in the Main Draw
(Wild Cards do not affect the country quota).
–– A minimum of 8 Teams from the Qualification Tournament,
regardless of the allocation of the FIVB Wild Card(s).
–– A maximum of 32 teams for a Grand Slam event will permitted to
play in the respective Qualification Tournament after Country Quota
calculations. Only teams confirmed in the Qualification Tournament
list will be eligible to play in Country Quota Play-Offs, teams in the
Reserve Lists and not in the Top 32 Confirmed Lists will not be
eligible to play in their respective Country Quota Play-Off matches
(note the Qualification Tournament confirmed list may be larger
than 32 due to the respective calculation for Country Quota, but
these will only be confirmed in the Qualification Tournament lists
in sequential order based on Entry Points until the 32 maximum
is reached, taking in to consideration country quota implications).
As an example: a Grand Slam Qualification Tournament confirmed
list could contain 34 teams as BRA has 3 teams in the Qualification
Tournament but will lose 2 as a result of Country Quota Play-Off,
bringing the final list down to 32, however in this case BRA were in
Entry Order on the Qualification Tournament list in positions 1, 3 &
7, so all 3 were allowed to play in the Country Quota Play-Off. Had
the third team been outside of the Top 32 list in order of entry and
in the Reserve List, then only 2 teams from BRA would have been
eligible to play in the Country Quota Play-Off for one spot.

In case of a tie in the Pools (match points), during the Round
Robin, the following rules will apply:
–– Between two teams:
–– If teams have played against each other, the winner of the head
to head match is ranked higher.
–– If teams concerned have not played against each other, their
ranking is determined by the points ratio between all teams
in the pool.
–– If a tie still exists by points ratio then the teams have the same
position in ranking.
–– Between three teams:
–– If three teams have a tie in the main points, then the top
ranked team is determined by the points ratios in the matches
between the three tied teams.
–– If a tie still exists then the teams have the same position in the
ranking.
–– Between four teams:
–– The ranking is determined by the points ratio between all
teams in the pool.
–– If a tie still exists then the teams have the same position in the
ranking.
In case of a tie in the Pools (match points),
at the end of Round Robin, the following
rules will apply:
–– Between two teams:
–– The winner of the head to head
match is ranked higher.
–– Between three teams:
–– Teams are ranked by the
points ratios in the matches
between the three tied
teams.
–– If a tie still exists then
the top ranked team
is determined by the
points ratio between
all teams in the
pool.
–– If a tie still exists
then the top
ranked team is
determined by
the tournament
seeding (the
highest seed
of the tied
teams is the
top ranked
teams).
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Rd

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Competition Regulations

Match
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2011 FIVB Beach Volleyball SWATCH WORLD TOUR – Grand Slam events

2011 FIVB Beach Volleyball SWATCH WORLD TOUR – Grand Slam Match Schedule
8 Pools of 4 teams in each gender

Structure of pools

Women = Pool A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H

Women Main Draw Day 1 (32 Matches)

Women’s Teams

Round

Pool A

Pool B

Pool C

Pool D

Pool E

Pool F

Pool G

Pool H

Seed #1

Seed #2

Seed #3

Seed #4

Seed #5

Seed #6

Seed #7

Seed #8

Women
Pool Play 1
Pool Play 2
Men
Qualification

Seed #16

Seed #15

Seed #14

Seed #13

Seed #12

Seed #11

Seed #10

Seed #9

Seed #32

Seed #18

Seed #31

Seed #19

Seed #30

Seed #20

Seed #29

Seed #21

Seed #28

Seed #22

Seed #27

Seed #23

Seed #26

Seed #24

Seed #25

Start Time
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00

Court 1
A1 vs A4
C1 vs C4
E1 vs E4
G1 vs G4
A1 vs A3
C1 vs C3
E1 vs E3
G1 vs G3
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual

Court 2
A2 vs A3
C2 vs C3
E2 vs E3
G2 vs G3
A2 vs A4
C2 vs C4
E2 vs E4
G2 vs G4
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual

Court 3
B1 vs B4
D1 vs D4
F1 vs F4
H1 vs H4
B1 vs B3
D1 vs D3
F1 vs F3
H1 vs H3
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual

Court 4
B2 vs B3
D2 vs D3
F2 vs F3
H2 vs H3
B2 vs B4
D2 vs D4
F2 vs F4
H2 vs H4
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual

Court 5
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual

Court 6
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual
Men’s Qual

Court 5
J1 vs J4
K1 vs K4
L1 vs L4
M1 vs M4

Court 6
J2 vs J3
K2 vs K3
L2 vs L3
M2 vs M3

K1 vs K3
M1 vs M3
O1 vs O3
Q1 vs Q3

K2 vs K4
M2 vs M4
O2 vs O4
Q2 vs Q4

Court 5

Court 6

Court 5

Court 6

Court 5

Court 6

Women Main Draw Day 2, Men Main Draw Day 1 (56 Matches)
Round

Seed #17

Men = Pool J, K, L, M, N, O, P, and Q

Men
Pool Play 1
Pool Play 2
Women
Pool Play 3
Round of 24

Start Time
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00

Court 1
A1 vs A2
C1 vs C2
E1 vs E2
G1 vs G2
N1 vs N4
P1 vs P4
WR24 (1)
WR24 (3)
WR24 (5)
WR24 (7)

Court 2
A3 vs A4
C3 vs C4
E3 vs E4
G3 vs G4
N2 vs N3
P2 vs P3
WR24 (2)
WR24 (4)
WR24 (6)
WR24 (8)

Court 3
B1 vs B2
D1 vs D2
F1 vs F3
H1 vs H2
O1 vs O4
Q1 vs Q4
J1 vs J3
L1 vs L3
N1 vs N3
P1 vs P3

Court 4
B3 vs B4
D3 vs D4
F3 vs F4
H3 vs H4
O2 vs O3
Q2 vs Q3
J2 vs J4
L2 vs L4
N2 vs N4
P2 vs P4

Women Main Draw Day 3, Men Main Draw Day 2 (36 Matches)
Round

Pool K

Pool L

Pool M

Pool N

Pool O

Pool P

Pool Q

Seed #1

Seed #2

Seed #3

Seed #4

Seed #5

Seed #6

Seed #7

Seed #8

Seed #16

Seed #15

Seed #14

Seed #13

Seed #12

Seed #11

Seed #10

Men
Pool Play 3
Round of 24
Women
Round of 16
Quarter Finals

Seed #9

Seed #32

Seed #18

Seed #31

Seed #19

Seed #30

Seed #20

Seed #29

Seed #21

Seed #28

Seed #22

Seed #27

Seed #23

Seed #26

Seed #24

Seed #25

Court 2
WR16 (10)
WR16 (14)
J3 vs J4
L3 vs L4
N3 vs N4
P3 vs P4
WQF (18)
WQF (20)
MR24(2)
MR24(6)

Court 3
WR16 (11)
WR16 (15)
K1 vs K2
M1 vs M2
O1 vs O2
Q1 vs Q2

Court 4
WR16 (12)
WR16 (16)
K3 vs K4
M3 vs M4
O3 vs O4
Q3 vs Q4

MR24(3)
MR24(7)

MR24(4)
MR24(8)

Women Main Draw Day 4, Men Main Draw Day 3 (16 Matches)
Round

Seed #17

Court 1
WR16 (9)
WR16 (13)
J1 vs J2
L1 vs L2
N1 vs N2
P1 vs P2
WQF (17)
WQF (19)
MR24(1)
MR24(5)

Women
Semis/Finals
Men
Round of 16
Quarter Finals

Start Time
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00

Court 1
WSF (21)
WSF (22)
MR16 (9)
MR16 (13)
WBronze (23)
WGold (24)
Award
MQF (17)
MQF (19)
MQF (20)

Court 2

Court 3

Court 4

MR16 (10)
MR16 (14)

MR16 (11)
MR16 (15)

MR16 (12)
MR16 (16)

9

Pool J

Start Time
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00

Competition Regulations

Men’s Teams

MQF (18)

Men Main Draw Day 4 (4 Matches)
1) Main Draw pools are created at the Main Draw Technical Meeting
2) The 8 teams that advance to the Main Draw from the Qualification will be seeded according to their seeding points on the day of the
Main Draw Technical Meeting.
Note :
To revise the competition schedule for the four-day “open” events to ensure that the top teams in the world are playing one of the last
matches of the day instead of one of the first.
Benefit: To feature the best teams in the world later in the day (if possible) instead of having these tandems complete their competition
schedule by 13:00 or 14:00.
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Round
Men
Semis/Finals

Start Time
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00

Court 1
MSF (21)
MSF (22)

Court 2

Court 3

Court 4

MBronze (23)
MGold (24)
Award

Note: The above Start Time of the matches is indicative and it may be adapted with the previous approval of the FIVB to satisfy the
organizers’ needs.
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2011 FIVB Beach Volleyball SWATCH WORLD TOUR
Grand Slam 24 Team Single Elimination bracket and seeding
Loser 17th

Loser 9th

Loser 5th

1st (A1 or B1)
Draw 2

(9)

Winner Match #9

(1)

Winner Match #1

Draw 3

(17)

Winner Match #17

4th (E1 or F1 or G1 or H1)
Draw 1

(10)

Winner Match #10

(2)

Winner Match #2

Draw 4

(21)

1st (E1 or F1 or G1 or H1)
Draw 2

(11)

(3)

Winner Match #3

Winner Match #21

Winner Match #11

Draw 3

(18)

Winner Match #18

2nd (C1 or D1)
Draw 1

(12)

Winner Match #12

(4)

Winner Match #4

Draw 4

(24)

1st (C1 or D1)
Winner Match #13

(5)

Winner Match #5

Draw 4

3. World Championships
(19)

The competition format of a World Championships combines
always men and women programs. The Main Draw of each gender
event will be played through a first phase of 12 pools of 4 teams
each (Round Robin) and a 2nd phase with 32 teams playing in a
Single Elimination format (the loser of a semi-final will play the
bronze medal match, while the winner of the semi-final games will
play the gold medal match). From the Round Robin phase the 1st,
2nd and the 8 best 3rd ranked teams of the pools (based on wins,
sets and points ratios) will be advancing to the single elimination
phase (total: 32 teams).

Winner Match #19

2 (E1 or F1 or G1 or H1)
nd

Draw 2

(14)

Winner Match #14

(6)

Winner Match #6

Draw 3

(22)

3rd (E1 or F1 or G1 or H1)
Draw 1

(15)

(7)

Winner Match #7

Winner Match #15

Draw 4

(20)

Winner Match #20

2nd (A1 or B1)
Draw 2

(16)

(8)

Winner Match #8

Winner Match #16

Draw 3

Day 2

Day 3

A1 or B1 are decided by best ratio (wins, sets, points*) - highest ratio match #9, lowest ratio match #16
C1 or D1 are decided by best ratio (wins, sets, points*) - highest ratio match #13, lowest ratio match #12
E1 or F1 or G1 or H1 are decided by best ratio (wins, sets, points*):
- Highest ratio match #11, 2nd highest ratio = match #14, 3rd highest ratio = match #15, worst ratio = match #10
Draw 1 = 4 x 2nd place teams from pool play with best ratio (wins, sets, points*)
Draw 2 = 4 x 2nd place teams from pool play with worst ratio (wins, sets, points*)
Draw 3 = 4 x 3rd place teams from pool play with best ratio (wins, sets, points*)
Draw 4 = 4 x 3rd place teams from pool play with worst ratio (wins, sets, points*)
1) In the first two rounds teams from the same pool can’t meet
e.g. If Match #9 = B1 vs Winner of Match #1 then Match #1 can’t have a team from Pool B
* Points earned from a forfeit don’t count in this ratio (The matches won and sets won do count)
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Winner Match #22

Loser Match #21
(23)
Loser Match #22

Day 4

Bronze

48 total teams participating in the Main Draw as follow:
–– Minimum 2 or 6 maximum Host Country Teams according to their
FIVB Entry Points – 14 days before the start of the event. A third
team may enter only if it has sufficient Entry Points.
–– 39/43 Foreign Teams for World Championships Events in
accordance with the FIVB Entry Points – 14 days before the start
of the event. Foreign countries may enter a maximum of 4 teams
directly in the Main Draw.
–– 3 FIVB Wild Cards.
–– The continental participation is always granted for this event.
–– Seeding by the day of the drawing of lots or by the Technical
Meeting
The playing format of the World Championships should be fixed, so
that the drawing after pool play finished at late afternoon and no
games will be played the same day in single elimination. If the first
round of single elimination is played the same day as the drawing
after pool play is made, the starting time of the first game in single
elimination cannot happen earlier than 2 hours, after the bracket
has been drawn and approved by the FIVB/Technical Supervisor.
The Technical Supervisor is responsible to verify if the competition
schedule fulfill the FIVB competition regulations at least 2 weeks
before the start of the event (start time semi-finals and finals,
above duration of the competition, match per day, break between
matches, daylight, etc.).
Note:
For Grand Slam and World Championships the FIVB will issue – 14
days the finalized event’s regulations WT/06 including all details

of the competition schedule and format. The hosting National
Federation will then circulate the event’s regulations and confirmed
list of team (– 13 days) to the participating countries, officials,
sponsors, etc.
In case of a tie in the Pools (match points), during the Round
Robin, the following rules will apply:
–– Between two teams:
–– If teams have played against each other, the winner of the head
to head match is ranked higher.
–– If teams concerned have not played against each other, their
ranking is determined by the points ratio between all teams
in the pool.
–– If a tie still exists by points ratio then the teams have the same
position in ranking.
–– Between three teams:
–– If three teams have a tie in the main points, then the top
ranked team is determined by the points ratios in the matches
between the three tied teams.
–– If a tie still exists then the teams have the same position in the
ranking.
–– Between four teams:
–– The ranking is determined by the points ratio between all
teams in the pool.
–– If a tie still exists then the teams have the same position in the
ranking.

9

(13)

Competition Regulations

Draw 1

Gold

In case of a tie in the Pools (match points), at the end of
Round Robin, the following rules will apply:
–– Between two teams:
–– The winner of the head to head match is ranked higher.
–– Between three teams:
–– Teams are ranked by the points ratios in the matches between
the three tied teams.
–– If a tie still exists then the top ranked team is determined by the
points ratio between all teams in the pool.
–– If a tie still exists then the top ranked team is determined by
the tournament seeding (the highest seed of the tied teams is
the top ranked teams).
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Match Schedule of the FIVB Beach Volleyball SWATCH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
(To be used as a sample for World Championships Organizers)

date

time

MON 13/06/2011 12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00

C5

WOMEN: pool E
WOMEN: pool G
MEN: pool E
MEN: pool G

WOMEN: pool F
WOMEN: pool H
MEN: pool F
MEN: pool H

WOMEN: pool F
WOMEN: pool H
MEN: pool F
MEN: pool H

WOMEN: pool I
WOMEN: pool K
MEN: pool I
MEN: pool L

WOMEN: pool I
WOMEN: pool K
MEN: pool I
MEN: pool L

WOMEN: pool J
WOMEN: pool L
MEN: pool J
MEN: pool K

WOMEN: pool J
WOMEN: pool L
MEN: pool J
MEN: pool K

WOMEN: pool A
WOMEN: pool C
WOMEN: pool G
WOMEN: pool I
MEN: pool A
MEN: pool C

WOMEN: pool A
WOMEN: pool C
WOMEN: pool G
WOMEN: pool I
MEN: pool A
MEN: pool C

WOMEN: pool B
WOMEN: pool D
WOMEN: pool H
WOMEN: pool J
MEN: pool B
MEN: pool D

WOMEN: pool B
WOMEN: pool D
WOMEN: pool H
WOMEN: pool J
MEN: pool B
MEN: pool D

WOMEN: pool E
WOMEN: pool E
WOMEN: pool F
WOMEN: pool F
MEN: pool E
MEN: pool E

MEN: pool F
MEN: pool H

WOMEN: pool K
WOMEN: pool A
MEN: pool F
MEN: pool H

WOMEN: pool L
WOMEN: pool B
MEN: pool G
MEN: pool I

WOMEN: pool L
WOMEN: pool B
MEN: pool G
MEN: pool I

WOMEN: pool C
WOMEN: pool C
WOMEN: pool D
WOMEN: pool D

WOMEN: pool A
WOMEN: pool C
WOMEN: pool E
MEN: pool J
MEN: pool A
MEN: pool C

WOMEN: pool A
WOMEN: pool C
WOMEN: pool E
MEN: pool J
MEN: pool A
MEN: pool C

WOMEN: pool B
WOMEN: pool D
WOMEN: pool F
MEN: pool K
MEN: pool B
MEN: pool D

WOMEN: pool B
WOMEN: pool D
WOMEN: pool F
MEN: pool K
MEN: pool B
MEN: pool D

WOMEN: pool K
MEN: pool E
MEN: pool G

WOMEN: pool G
WOMEN: pool I
WOMEN: pool K
MEN: pool E
MEN: pool G

WOMEN: pool H
WOMEN: pool J
WOMEN: pool L
MEN: pool F
MEN: pool H

WOMEN: pool H
WOMEN: pool J
WOMEN: pool L
MEN: pool F
MEN: pool H

MEN: pool I
MEN: pool K
WOMEN
WOMEN

MEN: pool I
MEN: pool K
WOMEN
WOMEN

MEN: pool J
MEN: pool L
WOMEN
WOMEN

MEN: pool J
MEN: pool L
WOMEN
WOMEN

MEN: pool B
MEN: pool D
WOMEN

MEN: pool B
MEN: pool D
WOMEN

20:00
21:00

WOMEN
WOMEN

MEN: pool A
MEN: pool C
WOMEN
WOMEN
WOMEN

11:00
12:00
MEN
13:00
14:00 Round of 32
15:00
and 16
16:00

MEN
MEN
MEN
MEN
WOMEN
WOMEN

MEN
MEN
MEN
MEN
WOMEN
WOMEN

MEN
MEN
MEN
MEN
WOMEN
WOMEN

MEN
MEN
MEN
MEN
WOMEN
WOMEN

WOMEN
18:00
19:00 Round of 16
20:00
and 8
21:00

MEN
MEN
WOMEN
WOMEN

MEN
MEN
WOMEN
WOMEN

MEN
MEN

MEN
MEN

TUE 14/06/2011 11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
WED 15/06/2011 10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00

MEN
Pool
*************
WOMEN
Pool

MEN
Pool
*************
WOMEN WOMEN: pool K
Pool
WOMEN: pool A

MEN
Pool
*************
WOMEN WOMEN: pool G
WOMEN: pool I
Pool

THU 16/06/2011 12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00

MEN
Pool
17:00 ************* MEN: pool A
18:00
WOMEN MEN: pool C
19:00
Round of 32 WOMEN

FRI 17/06/2011

C4

WOMEN: pool E
WOMEN: pool G
MEN: pool E
MEN: pool G

18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00

Note:
Should a drawing of lots be implemented within 14 days from the start of this event, the allocation of the teams in each pool
will follow the specific event’s regulations.

FORO ITALICO
C2
C3

CC

*************

SAT 18/06/2011 13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
18:00
19:00
20:30
21:30
SUN 19/06/2011 17:30
18:30
20:00
21:00

MEN
MEN
MEN
MEN
Round of 8 MEN

MEN: pool L
MEN: pool L

9

Structure of pools

Competition Regulations

2011 FIVB Beach Volleyball SWATCH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

Semifinals
************* WOMEN Semifinal
WOMEN WOMEN Semifinal
Semifinals MEN Semifinal
MEN Semifinal

MEN
WOMEN
Finals

WOMEN Bronze FINAL
MEN Bronze FINAL
WOMEN Gold FINAL
MEN Gold FINAL
Closing Ceremony

Note: The latest schedule will be announced through the event’s regulations (WT/06)
212
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–– Injuries:
In case of serious injury, which causes an athlete to not be able to
play for a minimum of 365 days, he/she shall maintain 100% of the
seeding points, from before the injury when returning to play. The
National Federation of the athlete concerned has the obligation to
apply for such a rule sending a medical certificate to the FIVB and
to notify the FIVB about his/her return to play requesting to benefit
from the above regulations. The same principles of the Maternity
Leave rule to calculate the points at subsequent event will apply.

2011 FIVB Beach Volleyball SWATCH WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
32 Team Single Elimination bracket and seeding
Loser 9th

1st (A1 or B1)
(1)
Draw 5
Draw 1
(2)

Winner Match #1
(17)

Draw 2

(3)

4th (E1 or F1 or G1 or H1)
(4)

(25)

(18)

Winner Match #18

Winner Match #4

Draw 4

(29)

1 (E1 or F1 or G1 or H1)

Draw 4
4th (J1 or K1 or L1 or M1)
(6)

(19)

Draw 5
(8)

Winner Match #19

C1 or D1 are decided by best ratio
- highest ratio = match #9
- lowest ratio = match #8
(26)

Winner Match #26

E1 or F1 or G1 or H1 are decided by best ratio
- highest ratio = match #5
- 2nd highest ratio = match #12
- 3rd highest ratio = match #13
- Lowest ratio = match #4

Winner Match #7
(20)

Ratio = 1st Ratio = matches won/matches lost
= 2nd Ratio = sets won/sets lost
= 3rd Ratio = points won/points lost*
(*Points earned in a forfeit are not counted)
A1 or B1 are decided by best ratio (wins, sets, points)
- highest ratio = match #1
- lowest ratio = match #16

Winner Match #6

Draw 1

Draw 2

Winner Match #29

Winner Match #5

Draw 3

(7)

Winner Match #25

Winner Match #3

st

(5)

In the Main Draw, all teams are seeded as per the athletes’ most
recent Main Draw finishes (average of the best 4 results out of 5
last finishes) over the last 12 months in FIVB World Tour events
and World Championships on the day before the start of the event
(Technical Meeting). For example, in the last 365 days:

Winner Match #2

1st (J1 or K1 or L1 or M1)

Draw 3

2. Main Draw

Winner Match #17

Winner Match #20

J1 or K1 or L1 or M1 are decided by best ratio
- highest ratio = match #3
- 2nd highest ratio = match #14
- 3rd highest ratio = match #11
- worst ratio = match #6

Winner Match #8

2nd (C1 or D1)
1 (C1 or D1)
st

(9)

(32)

Winner Match #9

Draw 5
Draw 1
(10)

Draw 1 = 4 x 2 place teams with best 4 ratio
(21)

Winner Match #21

Draw 2 = 4 x 2nd place teams with ratio #5 to #8
Draw 3 = 4 x 2nd place teams with worst 4 ratio

Winner Match #10

Draw 4 = 4 x 3rd place teams with best 4 ratio

Draw 2
(27)

3rd (J1 or K1 or L1 or M1)
(11)

Winner Match #27

Draw 5 = 4 x 3rd place teams with ratio #5 to #8

Winner Match #11

Any Round of 32 martch (Matches #1 to #16) can’t have
teams from the same pool

Draw 3
(22)
2nd (E1 or F1 or G1 or H1)
(12)

Winner Match #12
(30)

3rd (E1 or F1 or G1 or H1)
(13)

2nd (J1 or K1 or L1 or M1)
(14)

(23)

(15)

Draw 5
(16)
2 (A1 or B1)
nd
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Winner Match #30

Winner Match #23

(28)

Winner Match #28

Winner Match #15
(24)
Winner Match #16

Winner Match #24

1. Qualification Tournament (Open and Grand Slam)

In the Qualification Tournament, teams are seeded as per the
athletes’ 365–day FIVB World Ranking points at the time of
Technical Meeting. In case of a tie, a drawing of lots must be made
during the Technical Meeting.
Note:
The seeding for the “Country Quota Play-Off” matches can be
determined by establishing the overall seeding of the Qualification
Tournament (before the start of the “Country Quota Play-Off”
matches) and by placing the “Country Quota Play-Off” teams in a
single elimination draw according to their relative seed within the
Qualification Tournament. Once the Country’s Quota over capacities
is eliminated, the single elimination Qualification Tournament draw
can be reestablished by removing the eliminated “Country Quota
Play-Off” teams from the single elimination draw (i.e. the remaining
teams are “moved up” to occupy the seed of the eliminated teams
so that the highest seeded teams receive “byes”) and the single
elimination Qualification Tournament can begin on the following
day. This procedure ensures that the top seeds receive byes.

–– First Entry
For seeding into the qualification tournament, the sum of the
players’ ranking points gained in the previous 365 days and 6
months before the birth of their baby will count.

Winner Match #14

Draw 1

The distribution of the teams in the Qualification Tournament or the
Main Draw depend on the Entry Points of all the teams entered in
the event –14 days before the start of the event (while taking into
consideration the Country Quota rules and the FIVB Wild Cards).
Once all the participating teams are known and duly confirmed
their presence during the mandatory Technical Meetings held the
evening before the Qualification Tournament as well as the evening
before the Main Draw, the teams are then seeded in the competition
bracket.

–– Maternity Leave
For team seeding points, the calculation below will be added to
the partner’s points accordingly.

Winner Match #13

Draw 3

Draw 2

e.g. If Match #1 = B1 vs Draw 5 then Draw 5 can’t be
from pool B

Winner Match #22

Draw 4

Draw 4

Gold
nd

E. Seeding of the Teams and Seeding Points

Loser Match #29
(31)
Loser Match #30

Bronze

–– Subsequent Entries
For each subsequent entry, the number of days played from
the athletes’ return to competition to the start of the new event
will be counted. This number will be subtracted from the 365
days and 6 months before the birth of their baby. The sum of
the ranking points gained in the tournaments played within
these days will count (i.e. 21 days (for example) between the
first return to competition and the second event, and (545– 21=)
524 days before the birth of their baby).
After 365 days from the return to competition, the points gained
365 days and 6 months before the birth of the baby will be nil
and only the ranking points earned 365 days after the return to
competition will be used.

–– Player 1 has two FIVB World Tour Main Draw participations with
a 5th place ranking and a 25th place ranking. Since Player 1 has not
played in five events (in the last 365 days) they do not get to drop
their lowest finish. As a result, Player 1 has a Seeding Index of (5
+ 25) / 2 = 15.0
–– Player 2 has five FIVB World Tour Main Draw participations with
four 3rd place rankings and one 17th place ranking. Since Player 2
has played in five events (in the last 365 days) they do get to drop
their lowest finish. As a result, Player 2 has a Seeding Index of (3
+ 3 + 3 + 3) / 4 = 3.0
–– Therefore, the team of Player 1 and Player 2 will have a combined
Seeding Index of (15.0 + 3.0) / 2 = 9.0
–– A player that has no Main Draw participations in the last 365 days
will be assigned a Seeding Index of 25.0. Players that finish 33rd or
37th at the World Championships must not receive a result to be
used in the Seed Index calculation of 33.0 or 37.0 as this will be a
lower seed index then the 25.0 that a new players gets assigned.
These results (33rd and 37th) should not be included at all in a
player’s future seed index calculation (Best 4 of last 5 main draw
participations)- similar to what happens with a 33rd place finish in
an Open or Grand Slam (Did not qualify for the Main Draw).
In case of a tie, the advantage should be given to the team with the
highest 365-days FIVB World Ranking points on the day before the
start of the event (Technical Meeting). If a tie still exists, a drawing
of lots must break the tie.
If an athlete played in one, two, three, or four events only in the last
365 days his seed will be his average finish.
If an athlete played in five or more World Tour and World Championships
events in the last 365 days, his/her seed will be the average of his/her
four best out of his/her last five Main Draw finishes (the athlete is then
allowed to drop his/her lowest finish if he/she played in five events in
the last 365 days). An athlete will not be allowed to drop a finish unless
he/she participated in 5 events in the last 365 days.
–– Maternity Leave
–– First Entry
For seeding in the first event after the birth of their baby, the
player will use the seed points gained from the best 4 finishes
of the last 5 tournaments played in the previous 365 days and 6
months before the birth of their baby. If a player has played in 1,
2, 3 or 4 events only, the seed will be the average finish.
To allow for the 75%/50% rule, the players’ seed points will
have either 25% or 50% of the seed point average added to their
seeding points, so as to reflect this rule (i.e. seed points equals
10 plus 25%. Seed points now become 12.5). This calculation
will be the “starting total” for this player.

9

Loser 9th

Competition Regulations

Loser 17th

–– Subsequent Entries
The second and subsequent participations will be added to this
starting total and the average seeds points (finish) calculated
(i.e. the seeding points of the second event are the average of
the starting total points and the seeding points earned in the
first event after the return to competition; the seeding points of
the third event are the average of the starting total points and
the seeding points earned in the first and second event after the
return to competition). After 4 events, the seed average will be
the best 4 out of the 4 events played and the starting total. After
5 events the seed average will be the best four of the last five
finishes in the last 365 days.
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Notes:
a) In Open and Grand Slam events should the Host Country have no
team among the top 8 seeded teams, 2 teams will then be seeded
9th and 10th in order to help the promotion of the event. Should
only one Host Country team be seeded among the top 8 teams,
the second highest seeded Host Country team will then be seeded
9th for similar purposes.
b) In the World Championships should the Host Country have
no team among the top 12 seeded teams 2 teams will then be
seeded 13th & 14th in order to help the promotion of the event.
Should only one Host Country team be seeded among the top 12
teams, the second highest seeded Host Country team will then be
seeded 13th for similar purposes.
c) Athletes who never participated in any FIVB World Tour event will
be placed in the draw among the lowest seeds upon their first
participation, with the exception of the Host Country Teams. If Host
Country Teams possess no World Tour (Qualification or Main draw)
finishes in the last 365 days, a drawing of lots will be carried-out for
Open and Grand Slam events to determine the team to be seeded
9th (with the second Host Country team to be placed in the draw
among the lowest seed upon their first participation).
d) The only time the host country gets seeds #9 and #32 (or the
seed earned directly by the second seeded host country team)
and not #9 and #10 is if both host country teams have no World
Tour (Qualification or Main draw) finishes in the last 365 days.
This means that if the top host country team has a World Tour
(Qualification or Main draw) finish in the last 365 days then the
second host country team is seeded #10.
e) Eliminated Country Quota teams do not earn seeding points.
f) If a Wild Card team is also the a host country team that is eligible
to be moved to the 9/10 seed in the draw, and has low seeding
points, in the 365 calendar, this team must be advanced to the
9/10 seed regardless of its Wild Card status. This procedure
should be applied consistently this way in the future.
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–– All matches will be the best two (2) out of three (3) sets. A match
is won as soon as a team first wins two (2) sets. The first two
sets are played to 21 points, won with a margin of two points.
Switch court occurs every 7 total points (e.g.: 4-3, 9-5, etc.). One
(1) technical time out (of 30 seconds in length) occurs at 21 total
points (e.g.: 11-10 or 12-9) during the first two sets. Each team
is entitled to one (1) additional time out (of 30 seconds in length)
per set.
–– The third eventual set (deciding set) is played to 15 points won by a
margin of two points. Switch court occur every 5 total points (e.g.:
3-2, 6-4, etc.). There is no technical time out in the third set. Each
team is entitled to one (1) time out (of 30 seconds in length) in the
third set. Intervals between sets must last one (1) minute each.
–– Only one (1) injury time-out per match is allowed for each athlete.
The timing of the maximum 5 minutes recovery time allowed for an
injury shall start from the arrival at the court area of the appropriate
medical personnel (among the official medical personnel available
on site) or in case the player choose to be treated by their own
medical personnel, from the moment they have made the request.
Recovery time refers to the time needed for the accredited medical
personnel to provide the relevant medical treatment. When the
treatment has been completed or if no treatment can be provided,
play must resume or the relevant team is declared incomplete. In
all cases the official medical personnel will supervise the treatment
and report to the 1st referee when this has been completed, unless
if the player declares her/himself ready to resume play before their
arrival at the court area. A medical timeout will be in any case
assigned to that player.

9.5 Competition Program
and Match Program
A. Warm–Up

F. Match Format

The time allowed for teams warm–up on the court for the
Qualification Tournament and for the Main Draw must be decided
by the Competition Director and the FIVB Technical Supervisor.
Warm–up on the official court cannot last less than 3 minutes. The
FIVB Technical Supervisor must inform the athletes during the
Technical Meeting about the minimum of time allocated for warm–
up on all (official) courts, of the distance from the warm–up courts
to the official courts, and of the procedures to follow in order to
utilize the available courts.

All matches, including the final game, are played according to the
Rally Point Scoring System.

In case no warm–up courts are available during the event, teams
are allocated a warm–up time of 15 minutes on the assigned court.

C. Number of matches per day
Each team may not play more than 3 matches per day during the
Main Draw competition. In exceptional cases the FIVB Technical
Supervisor may however require from the athletes to play more
than 3 times in one day in order to recover from any interruptions
of time. In principles the FIVB will not allow organizers to schedule
more matches in order to eliminate teams to cut costs on board
and lodging for example.
During the Qualification Tournament, the participating teams may
also be requested to play more than 4 matches a day to complete
the competition schedule in due time.

D. Standard Competition Schedule
1. Open Event Single Gender
(5 Days Competition on 4 Courts)
–– 1st day
County Quota Play Off (Country Quota Play-Off). Country Quota
Play-Off matches have to be promoted in all communications as
an official part of the event.
Country Quota Play-Off after 2:00 pm the day before the
Qualification Tournament in conjunction with the practical part of
the referee clinic on 4 courts.
–– 2nd day
QT from 9:00 am on 4 courts with matches 1 to 56.
–– 3rd day
MD from 9:00 am on 4 courts with matches 1 to 32.
–– 4th day
MD from 9:00 am on 4 courts with matches 33 to 44 and on 2
courts with matches 45 to 54.
–– 5th day
MD from 9:00 am on 1 court with matches 55 to 58. Matches 59
and 60 to be played in the afternoon.
–– 6th day
MD finals on 1 court with matches 61 to 62.

–– 1st day
County Quota Play Off (Country Quota Play-Off). Country Quota
Play-Off matches have to be promoted in all communications as
an official part of the event.
Country Quota Play-Off for men and women after 2:00 pm the
day before the Qualification Tournament in conjunction with the
practical part of the referee clinic on 8 courts (matches to be preassigned on a 40 minutes base).
–– 2nd day
QT from 9:00 am on 8 courts with matches 1 to 56 for Women
and matches 1 to 56 for Men (for Open Events) and matches 1
to 24 for Women and matches 1 to 24 for Men (for Grand Slam
Events). Matches to be pre-assigned on a 40 minutes base.
–– 3rd day
MD from 9:00 am on 8 courts with matches 1 to 32 for Women
and matches 1 to 32 for Men.
–– 4th day
MD from 9:00 am on 8 courts with matches 33 to 44 for Women
and matches 33 to 44 for Men followed on 4 courts with matches
45 to 54 for Women and matches 45 to 54 for Men.
–– 5th day
MD from 9:00 am on 2 courts with matches 55 to 58 for Women
and matches 55 to 58 for Men. Matches 59 and 60 for Men and
matches 59 and 60 for Women to be played in the afternoon.
–– 6th day
MD finals on 1 court with matches 61 to 62 for Women and
matches 61 to 62 for Men to be played in the afternoon.

3. Open and Grand Slam Events Double Gender
staggered by 1 Day (6 Days Competition on 6 Courts)
–– 1st day
County Quota Play Off (Country Quota Play-Off). Starting from
2008 and onwards Country Quota Play-Off to be promoted in all
communications as an official part of the event.
Country Quota Play-Off after 2:00 pm the day before the
Qualification Tournament for Women in conjunction with the
practical part of the referee clinic on 6 courts (matches to be preassigned on a 40 minutes base).
–– 2nd day
QT for Women from 9:00 am on 6 courts with matches 1 to 56 (for
Open Events) and 1 to 24 (for Grand Slam Events) before 2:00 pm
and on 4 courts after 2:00 pm (matches to be pre-assigned on a
40 minutes base).
Country Quota Play-Off after 2:00 pm the day before the
Qualification Tournament for Men in conjunction with the practical
part of the referee clinic on 2 courts (matches to be pre-assigned
on a 40 minutes base).
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–– Injuries:
In case of serious injury, which causes an athlete to not be able
to play for a minimum of 365 days, he/she shall maintain 100%
of the seeding points, from before the injury when returning to
play. The National Federation of the athlete concerned has the
obligation to apply for such a rule sending a medical certificate
to the FIVB and to notify the FIVB about his/her return to play
requesting to benefit from the above regulations. The same
principles of the Maternity Leave rule to calculate the points at
subsequent event will apply.

In general, between 1.5 hrs and 2.0 hrs should be allocated under
extreme circumstances and/or live televised matches, where the
time between each match should not be less than 45 minutes, this
will be decided by the FIVB Technical Supervisor on-site.
The duration of the break between 2 consecutive matches must be
communicated to all the participating athletes during the Technical
Meeting.
Athletes who play at night must not play early the next morning in
order to receive ample rest time.

2. Open and Grand Slam Events Double Gender
(5 Days Competition on 8 Courts)

Competition Regulations

B. Break between two matches
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Two methods can be used to determine on which courts matches
will be played:
1) pre-assigning courts.
2) playing on the next available courts, following the sequence
of matches.

–– 3rd day
MD for Women from 9:00 am on 3 courts with matches 1 to 32.
QT for Men from 9:00 am on 3 courts with matches 1 to 56 (for
Open Events) and 1 to 24 (for Grand Slam Events). Matches to be
pre-assigned on a 40 minutes base.
–– 4th day
MD for Women from 9:00 am on 3 courts with matches 33 to 44
and on 2 courts with matches 45 to 54.
MD for Men from 9:00 am on 3 courts with matches 1 to 12 and
on 4 courts with matches 13 to 32.
–– 5th day
MD for Women from 9:00 am on 1 court with matches 55 to 58.
Matches 59 and 60 to be played in the afternoon.
MD for Men from 9:00 am on 4 courts with matches 33 to 44 and
on 2 courts with matches 45 to 54.
–– 6th day
MD for Women finals on 1 court with matches 61 to 62 to be
played in the afternoon.
MD for Men from 9:00 am on 1 court with matches 55 to 58.
Matches 59 and 60 to be played in the afternoon.
–– 7th day
MD for Men finals on 1 court with matches 61 to 62.
4 World Championships (10 days and maximum 4 courts)
See pages 211-214 above.

E. Competition Schedule and Assignments of
Courts
1. Standard Matches Schedule and Court Distribution
(Country Quota Play-Off, Qualification Tournament and
Main Draw)
–– First Day
Country Quota Play-Off Matches (if necessary) starting from 02:00
pm onwards according to the number of teams required to play the
Country Quota Play-Off Matches.
–– Second Day (Qualification Tournament)
Qualification Tournament starting from 09:00 am on 4 courts
according to the number of teams entered in the Qualification
Tournament (matches 1 to 56 for Open Events and matches 1 to 24
for Grand Slam Events).
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Notes:
a) This competition program can be altered in order to meet the
needs of the Host TV Broadcaster. Only the FIVB can approve any
alteration of program and Organizers must present their request
to the FIVB Beach Volleyball Coordinator at the very latest 45 days
before the event.
b) In case matches 59 and 60 cannot be played on the fourth day
due to “force majeure”, these matches must be rescheduled in the
morning of the following day.

It is the FIVB Technical Supervisor’s responsibility to apply one
or the other system or a combination of the two methods. Preassigning courts is recommended for the Main Draw and is optional
for the Qualification Tournament.
Pre-determining the court assignments for several matches prior
to the start of any given match has the following advantages
compared to the “next available” method:
–– Compelling matches (i.e. host country versus foreign country) can
be scheduled on the main court in advance which dramatically
increases the positive atmosphere within the stadium as fans
have a vested interest in the outcome.
–– The schedule of the next day has to be ready one hour after the
end of the last match at the latest and be properly circulated. This
will allow also spectators and media to easily follow their favorite
teams and helps the overall promotion of the tournament.
–– Players only have to watch one court (versus watching all courts)
to gauge their warm-up activities (in case the next match of
a team is scheduled the second game up on court 2 after the
current match, players are then not required to pay attention to
the scores on courts 1, 3, or 4).
–– Players can better prepare for the court conditions that will
prevail during the match, thus leading to better competitions (i.e.
as the wind conditions usually greatly vary between the main
court and the outside courts).
–– As the court assignments are identified in advance, players are not
required to listen to the presenter for the court assignments (i.e.
as often players are not in a position to hear the announcements
from the warm-up court). With the pre-assignment system,
players and officials simply show up on their pre-assigned court
and thus contribute towards a smooth and efficient running of the
tournament.
–– The preparation of score-sheets, refereeing assignments,
and scoreboard teams/flags is facilitated as the matches are
recognized well in advance.
Since match times can greatly vary (i.e. there usually are “fast”
courts and “slow” courts), the FIVB Technical Supervisor and the
Competition Director must always pay attention to the flow of the
tournament and make the new assignments accordingly. While an
outside court (court 2, 3, or 4) may at times sit empty as teams are
resting before their next match, the main court may however never
be vacant and the last match of the day must be played on the main
court.
The court assignments must always be presented on a draw sheet
so that the future matches can be easily determined. They should
furthermore be posted in the players’ area and in the referees’
lounge during the Qualification Tournament. In addition, during the
Main Draw competition, court assignments must be posted on the
Main Draw boards at the spectators’ entrance and in the press area.
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3. Method for Pre-assigning Courts for Open events

–– Pre-assignment of the first round of matches (or the first two
rounds if the first round is very short).
–– Calculation of the number of main court matches in the first
round (or first and second rounds). This equals the total number
of first (or first and second) round matches divided by the number
of competition courts. This number can be rounded up to the next
match (19 games/4 courts = 4.75 matches = 5 matches).
–– Assignment of the main court matches (court 1) with a preference
given to matches where the host country plays against a foreign
country (host country vs host country competitions are often
boring for the crowd). Often the Competition Director will direct
the FIVB Technical Supervisor to the most compelling matches
(these are usually obvious).
–– Assignment of the secondary court matches in match order and
in repeating groups. That is, assignment of courts 2, 3, and 4
to the first three available matches (those that are not on court
1), and then assignment of courts 2, 3, and 4 to the next three
available matches and so on until the entire first (or first and
second) round is complete. This way each team will know the
location and approximate start time of its first match.
–– As the early first round matches finish, the assignment of the
second (or third) round of winners bracket matches may begin.
The same rules as above apply when assigning the second (or
third) round. For example, if there are 8 second round matches on
four courts then there can only be 2 main court matches. Again,
the most compelling matches for the main court (host country
versus foreign country) must be chosen and filled in the other
matches as above.

–– Main Draw (Double Elimination) – as the first round matches
finish the simultaneous assignment of the second round winners
and first round losers (Matches 17, 18, 25 and 26... etc.) may
begin. Again, the most compelling matches for the main court
(host country versus foreign country) must be chosen and filled in
the other matches as above.
–– For the other court assignments some observations are
necessary. Sometimes, matches on one court proceed much
faster than the matches on the other courts. This can be corrected
by simply scheduling two consecutive matches on that court.
Conversely, one less match must be scheduled on any court that
is playing slowly.
Note:
Sometimes an outside court must sit empty due to the slowness of
another court and this is unfortunately unavoidable. A minimum of
1.5 hours should be allocated except under extreme circumstances
and/or for live televised matches where the time between each
match should not be less than 45 minutes.
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2. Assigning Courts

Note:
A billboard including this information should be built by the Promoter of each event on site to be constantly updated, as per the following
example: Walsh/Misty May (USA) vs Ana Paula/Leila (BRA) accordingly

Competition Regulations

c) In principle, on the final day, the final matches will start after
2:00 pm but the timetable can be adjusted in accordance with TV
programming needs.
d) Promoters are recommended to schedule a greater number of
night session matches under artificial light on the Centre Court
during the event if possible in order to produce bigger audiences
at the venue and on television.
e) The Schedule may start before 9:00 am and be extended at night
with the minimum required artificial light intensity if it will be
needed.
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F. Official Rules of the Game and Referee
Instructions
The Official Beach Volleyball Rules approved and published by the
FIVB will be in force throughout the 2009 and 2012 season.
The Official Beach Volleyball Rules (booklet in English/French/
Spanish languages and in English/French/Spanish/Russian/
German/Arabic languages on the FIVB Website as follows:
http://www.fivb.org/EN/BeachVolleyball/Rules/rules.htm)
and the 2011 Beach Volleyball Referee instructions (in English
including the Casebook, the Official Scoresheet, the Referee
Delegate Manual composed by its Main Body plus 14 Appendixes,
i.e. the Referee Guidelines, the Scoresheet Instructions, etc, as
follows: http://www.fivb.org/EN/BeachVolleyball/refereeing.asp)
are available on the FIVB Website to be easily copied and distributed
to the referees, line persons, scorers, athletes, journalists, etc.
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The Official Beach Volleyball Rules shall apply to all FIVB Beach
Volleyball International competitions, including the World
Championships, World Tour events, World Cup, Continental
Cup, Continental Circuits, National Circuits and any tournament
sanctioned by the FIVB, by the Continental Confederations and by
the National Federations.
The Official Rules booklet is provided free of charge by the FIVB
to each National Federation appearing in the FIVB World Ranking,
the FIVB Technical Supervisors, the FIVB Referee Delegates, the
International Beach Volleyball Referees, the World Tour promoters,
the athletes playing in the World Tour events, and to any other
entity closely involved in the FIVB competitions. Additional copies
can be ordered at the FIVB by bearing the shipment costs.

